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A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1

BACKGROUND

The City of Cape Town is committed to encouraging the development of ‘affordable’
medium and high density rental housing on its TOD Corridors. This is a manifestation of
its commitment to greater social and economic
integration of residential
opportunities in these areas. At the same time it assists the densification of the City
required to make the operational costs of running their public transport system more
sustainable.
The City’s Spatial and Urban Design Division commissioned this study to identify key
incentives, efficiencies and policy changes needed to encourage the development
of ‘affordable’ rental in these areas. It also wants the study to inform the likely impact
of such instruments in achieving its social and urban development objectives.
In the context of TOD Corridors in Cape Town rentals for private sector formally
developed flats in medium and higher density flats sit at a lower end range of
R4 000 to R6 100 per month. The affordable rental market in this study is defined as
rental affordable to households with incomes from R1 500 to R15 000 and rentals that
range from R400 to R5 000 for formal rental stock.

2

RENTAL HOUSING PROGRAMMES

There are 4 broad categories of suppliers of housing to households in these income
bands in the corridors:
•
•

•

•

Transitional Housing – For homeless and or people in informal accommodation
in Corridors who cannot afford other ‘affordable’ housing options.
Municipal Housing/CRU – Municipal owned and managed stock financed
mainly historically through government capital and operational subsidies. The
targeted household income band is R800 – R3 500 although over time the
income of some tenants has increased well above the threshold.
Social Housing – self contained medium to high density stock targeted at
income household income bands R1 500 – R7 500 with units financed with
Government capital subsidy for 60-70% of total capital cost.
Private Gap Market Landlords
Private for profit landlords and some non profit SHIs that service the income
bands from R7 500 to R15 000.

The diagram below summarises the purpose and position of these landlords in this
market.
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Transitional
Housing

Homeless
Informal - In
Corridors
Incomes
R0 – R2 400
Rents
R0 – R800

Municipal
Housing
CRU

Household
income band
R800 – R3 500
Rent
R400 - R1 200

Social
Housing

Household
income bands
R2 400 – R7 500
Rents
R750 – R2 250

SHI

Pvt Gap

Household
incomes
R7 500 – R20 000
Rent
R1 800 – R5 000

SHI
Pvt for Profit

Municipality/
NGO -SHI

CAPS: IS or CRU
OPS: Users + City

Shared rooms
Rooms – shared
facilities

Municipality

CAPS:Existing
Municipal or CRU
OPS:Tenant
+
City City

Existing –Self
contained various
sizes
CRU New Self
contained max
44m2

CAPS: RCG, IS,
Loan/Equity
OPS: Tenants

Self contained
Med to High
Density Max
46m2

CAPS: Equity
Loan Finance
OPS: Tenants

Self contained
med to high
density, Max
50m2

,

DEVELOPMENT COSTS AND IMPACT OF AFFORDABILITY

Analysis of the rentals charged in the areas of existing TOD corridors show that the
range for formal rental accommodation of flats is R4 000 – R20 000 per month.
Although demand and scarcity of supply is relevant, the primary reason for the
relatively high rentals compared to other South African cities, is as a consequence of
the relatively high value of land and buildings, and to a lesser degree a small premium
on construction costs. As part of this assessment it was shown that in an average
priced area e.g. Parow the development cost, inclusive of land, services and VAT
totals R11 567m2 or R463 050 for a 42m2 unit new build three storey walk-up. In order
to achieve the returns of a normal developer and landlord the rental required for such
a unit is R5 016. This is borne out by recent new developments in the area e.g. Sirocco
Village, Belville.
On the government affordability assumption rentals should not exceed 30% of gross
household income. Thus such rentals would be affordable only to households with
incomes of R15 000 or more. Achieving rentals affordable to households on incomes
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less than R15 000 will require use of incentives that will reduce both capital and or
operational costs, with the size of the incentive increasing as the income gets lower.
This requires targeted government intervention in the market with a strategic
understanding of the efficiency of different instruments and their impacts on delivery
and affordability.
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INCENTIVES, EFFICIENCIES AND PROJECT INTERVENTIONS

Incentives: These are active interventions by government that directly reduce the
capital cost and /or operational costs permitting a reduction in rental and therefore
help achieve affordability for low and moderate income households where market
rentals are unaffordable.
Efficiencies: These are improvements to government processes and policies that,
although they do not make a direct financial reduction, do reduce transactional
costs for the developer.
Facilitating projects: These are projects that, where implemented in targeted spatial
areas on the Corridors. can help reduce risk and incentivise investment by
developers and landlords in ‘affordable’ rental accommodation.
The following incentives, efficiencies and facilitating projects are dealt with in the
main part of this report and in more detail in the templates in Section E at the end

INCENTIVES

Description

PLANNING

Description

Urban
Development
Zones (UDZs)

National tax reduction in
defined urban areas for the
development including for
rental accommodation.

Density
Incentives

Increase the density
permitted to
encourage developers
to achieve better
returns on their land
investment.

Restructuring
Capital Grant
(RCG)

National grant towards the
capital costs of social rental
housing.

Parking Ratios

Reduce the parking
ratios to 0 - .5 thus
increasing the land
available for
development for
housing units and
increasing returns.

Institutional
Subsidy (IS)

A Provincial/City Human
settlement grant applicable
to capital cost of social
housing and also transitional
housing.

Quicker
processing of
planning and
building
approvals.

Streamlining the time
taken to process so
reducing the
uncertainty and
development holding
costs.

Description
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FACILIATTING
PROJECTS
Community
Residential Unit
(CRU) Grant

A national capital subsidy
towards rental housing stock
that is developed and owned
by municipalities.

Social Housing
Programme

Consolidate the City’s
social housing
programme and the
City’s partnership with
SHIs to more effectively
achieve the social
developmental returns
on govt. investment in
SH.

Urban Sector
Development
Grant (USDG)

A National capital grant for
Metros and larger Cities to
purchase land and finance
infrastructure development to
improve housing possibilities
for the ‘poor’ within more
socially integrated and
denser cities.

Transitional
Housing

Provision of a viable
and sustainable
approach to the
provision of transitional
housing for those
households informally
occupying
developable land and
buildings in the TOD
Corridors

Municipal
Land, Land
Packaging

The release of municipal land
at below market value to
achieve the social
developmental objectives of
the City.

‘Bad to Better
Buildings’

Use enforcement, and if
necessary acquisition,
to force landlords not
meeting bylaw
requirements to
improve the conditions
or provide buildings for
affordable rental
opportunities.

Municipal
development
Charges

Waiving or reduction of
municipal development
charges to reduce capital
costs.

Precinct Based
Implementation

Use of a strategic
approach to precinct
development using
municipal, and other
government resources
to achieve its city and
developmental
objectives and improve
conditions for private
investment.

Municipal
Planning and
Building Fees

Waiving or reduction of
municipal development
charges to reduce capital
costs.

CID – Ekhaya
Area
Management
Programmes

Improved local area
management systems
to improve the quality
of life in precincts and
to encourage further
capital investment.
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Planning and
building plan
application
fees

Waiving or reduction of
municipal planning and
building plan scrutiny charges
to reduce capital costs.

Rates

Rates exemptions or rebates
to reduce the operational
cost of units and with it the
rental levels.

Appropriate
Application of
Universal
Indigency

The application of universal
indigency benefits on basis of
individual units for those living
in affordable rental stock to
assist in reducing of
municipal services and
therefore reducing rentals.

Appropriate
allocation of
tariff groups for
formal blocks
with
Affordable
Rentals

Application of base
residential tariffs for municipal
services and utilities to ensure
the minimum cost of these to
reduce costs and therefore
rentals.

Access TO
CoCT Rental
Indigency
Grant

To apply the City’s Rental
Indigency Grant for those in
transitional Housing and
tenants with short term
unplanned crisis in Social
Housing within the subsidies
existing income bands.

5

Employer
Housing Subsidy

Facilitating the
development of
institutional
mechanisms that can
encourage different
forms of employer
investment in employee
housing opportunities
and increase
investment in
affordable rental in TOD
corridors.

FINANCIAL IMPACT OF INCENTIVES

It is not possible to place a financial value on all of the incentives, efficiencies and
facilitating projects, however, a costing model tool developed for this project showed
the impact of of the key incentives on the base development costing model. The
table below indicates the impact that each of these would have on rentals using the
baseline model of a 100-unit 3-storey walk-up development on a greenfield site.
NASHO – CoCT TOD CORRIDORS AND AFFORADBLE RENTAL HOUSING
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Section D of this report details the results of modelling for three other development
types:
•
•
•

Social Housing – 3 Storey
Social Housing – 8 Storey
Private Market – 8 storey

Diagram 1 below shows the actual rent reductions and Diagram 2 the % contribution
to rent reductions.
DIAGRAM 1 : ESTIMATED FINANCIALREDUCTION IN BASE RENTAL FOR VARIOUS INCENTIVES

DIAGRAM 2 : ESTIMATED FINANCIALREDUCTION IN BASE RENTAL FOR VARIOUS INCENTIVES
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These demonstrate that only the CRU, RCG and IS, linked together for Social Housing and
the municipal reduced cost land and buildings and land release make significant differences
on their own. In order to achieve the affordable stock it is necessary to ensure a package
of different appropriate incentives. These require targeting according to :
•
•

Income groups within the targeted income range
Different housing programmes responsible for the delivery

Critically important is that the City needs to have in place a system for the continued
monitoring to ensure that any applied incentives continue to achieve the social objectives
over the life of the units and are not seeped into increased profit. While this is easier to do within
the Municipal and Social Housing programmes, more work is required to achieve this for the
private Gap Rental Prograrmme where there is greater reliance on ‘efficiencies’ and
‘facilitating projects’ to reduce risks to developers and landlords.

COST TO CITY OF ‘INCENTIVES’
It is recognised that the provision of some of these incentives has a direct cost to
the city and its budget. The amount is not always equal to the incentive. It was
not part of this study to analyse this cost to the City and from where it will come.
Nor was it intended to assess the cost benefit for the City in helping to achieve its
financial, social and urban development objectives. It is proposed that the
costing of incentives used in this study are used in a further study to consider the
costs and ‘cost benefits’ for the city of providing such ‘incentives’.

6

POLICY CHANGES AND INTERVENTIONS

In general the City has in place many of the policies required to facilitate the use of
incentives and efficiencies. What is however required is that such policies are
integrated into the processes and systems within various different departments and
divisions responsible for implementation.
The Table below highlights the key areas where some policy work is required while the
main part of the report provides more detail.
TABLE : QUICK SUMMARY OF POLICY CHANGES NEEDED

FOCUS AREA

SUMMARY OF CHANGE

Social Housing

City policy that can incorporate the various implementing
mechanisms that already exist.

Transitional Housing

City policy to support the development of sustainable
transitional housing solutions on Corridors

Transport Corridors
Planning Overlays

Ensuring that parking ratios for PT1 and PT2 are formalised
Densification are properly defined and formulated in
corridor policy.
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7

Developmental Charge
Rebates and Waivers

That the use of rebates and waivers for social Housing
developments are incorporated into the City’s Charges
Policies and Tariff Schedules.

Allocation of universal
Indigency relief to all SH
and ‘affordable’ gap
rental units.

That this is reviewed in the indigency policy for electricity,
water, rates, sewerage and waste removal charges

Base residential rates for
all Social Housing and
Affordable Rental units

That this is reviewed in the rates and utility policy for
electricity, water, rates, sewerage and waste removal
charges

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 ACKNOWLEDGING THE GAP
The development costs of formal rental accommodation in the areas of the TOD
corridors are higher than the national norm and it is not possible to achieve a
substantial supply of formal medium to higher density affordable rentals for
households in income bands R1 500 to R 15 000 without a package of incentives which
involves a strategic government intervention in the market. Further with the use of
efficiencies and facilitating projects it is possible to help reduce risk that could further
incentivise development of such stock .

7.2 INCENTIVES – POTENTIAL AND IMPACT
In applying incentives it is necessary to recognise that they have different financial
impacts on the capital and/or operational cost structure, and therefore the
affordability of rentals of different targeted income groups. It is the National Human
Settlements grants that have the most significant reduction from the base rental costs
when applied, CRU- up to 75%, the Social Housing Capital Subsidy (RCG and IS)- up
to 58%.
However the application of both of these grant incentives presently have challenges.
The RCG quantum and income bands, static since inception, make it presently
impossible to achieve the rentals required without significant additional subsidy. The
NDHS is presently reviewing both the RCG Quantum and the income band structure.
Once these are decided they will provide a different base for financial feasibility for
Social Housing on the corridors.
The RCG Programme is also presently undergoing review by the NDHS and its
applicability will require further assessment once this is completed.
From a City perspective the major incentive is the provision of existing buildings for
refurbishment – 64% reduction. However, even with these high deliverers, none is able
to achieve affordability for its targeted market in its own right. This is only possible
where the different incentives are packaged together in accordance with the
targeting of different income categories.
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All the other incentives reduce rentals within a range of 1% – 11%.
To achieve affordability for different income categories requires the application of
the following packages.
TABLE : POTENTIAL PACKAGING OF INCENTIVES FOR VIABILITY

INCOME BANDS

RENTAL RANGE
AND MEDIAN

R0 – R1 500

R0 - R500
R250

PROGRAMME
Transitional,
Municipal

INCENTIVES
CRU 75% or Institutional Per Room
75%
Rates 17%,Muni land and Building 9 –
66%, City Rental Indigency Access,
All Municipal Utility Indigency +
Sewerage and Water reduced tariff

R1500 – R3 500

R500 – R1 200

Municipal/CRU

R750

CRU 75%, Muni land and Building 9 –
66%,
Rates 2%,Muni land and Building 9 –
66%, City Rental Indigency Access,
All Municipal Utility Indigency +
Sewerage and Water reduced tariff

R500 – R1 200
R750

SH – Primary
Market

SH Grants (RCG-IS)(60%) Municipal
Land(10%), Parking ratios (6%)
Densification(3%) Development
charges (12%), service connection
fees(9%)
Rates 2%, City Rental Indigency
Access in Emergencies, All Municipal
Utility Indigency per unit, All
municipal charges at domestic base

R3 501 – R7 500

R1200 – R2 250
R1750

SH Secondary
Market

SH Grants (RCG-IS)(60%) Municipal
Land(10%), Parking fees (6%)
Densification(3%) Development
levy(12%), service connection
fees(9%)
Rates 2%, City Rental Indigency
Access in Emergencies, All Municipal
Utility Indigency per unit, All
municipal charges at domestic base

R7 501 – R12 500

R2 250 – R4
100

Pvt Gap
SHI Partners in
this market
can monitor
Pvt for Profit as
yet no
monitoring

Municipal Land(10%) Parking fees
(6%) Densification(3%) Development
levy(12%), service connection
fees(9%)
All Municipal Utility Indigency per
unit, All municipal charges at
domestic base
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systems after
1st allocation.
R12 501 –
R!5 000

R4 101 – R6
000

Pvt Gap

Parking fees (6%) Densification(3%)
Municipal Land(10%)(?)
All Municipal Utility Indigency per
unit, All municipal charges at
domestic base

It is recognised that this study has provided a much better understanding of the range
of possible incentives and the impacts that these can have on rentals and
affordability, however the study was not intended to assess the cost of incentives to
the city nor cost benefit analysis of these cost in assisting the City meet its socio
economic and urban development objectives.
Recommendations Box 1
The Affordable GAP Rental - Incentives
a. Circulation of facts and engagement with other key departments and
politicians on the ‘real’ costs of development, implications on rentals and
relevance to achieving greater socio economic integration.
b. To undertake a further study that uses the cost and impact of incentives from
this study to assesses the cost of ‘incentives’ to the City, the source of their
financing and the ‘cost benefits’ for achieving the necessary socio economic
and urban development objectives.
c. Develop a land pipeline of available properties on the Corridors for the
establishment of a ‘affordable’ rental project pipeline.
d. To integrate the policy changes agreed that are not already within the policy
framework (see Table in Section E)
e. Lobby NDHS and Minister to expedite changes to RCG Quantum and Income
Bands to make Social Housing Financially viable.
f. To lobby NDHS on the revisions on CRU policy to ensure more sustainable
applicability to mixed income areas on Corridors.
g. Develop the case for the use of USDG for land and building purchases and
additions to bulk that will assist formal medium and higher density affordable
rental and have it integrated into the City’s USDG proposals

NASHO – CoCT TOD CORRIDORS AND AFFORADBLE RENTAL HOUSING
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Recommendations Box 2
The Affordable GAP Rental - Efficiencies
a. Investigate whether possible to have a dedicated unit dealing with all
affordable rental housing planning and building applications on Corridors to
ensure that system is streamlined alternatively a designated person to act as
‘trouble shooter’
b. To ensure that all relevant Departments and offices are aware of the policy
pertaining to ‘incentives’ and committed to implementing where they are
part of their workload

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

Recommendations Box 3
The Affordable GAP Rental - Facilitating Projects
Support the development of the City’s social housing policy
Support the development of the Transitional Housing policy through the pilot
project in Salt River/Woodstock
Development of the methodology for Precinct Based Affordable Rental Urban
Regeneration and use in selected precincts on Corridors.
Work with other Departments in identifying ‘Bad’ Buildings on the corridors and
together develop an approach to “Bad to Better Buildings’ project to tackle
‘Bad’ buildings on the Corridors.
Encourage the integration of other listed facilitating projects aspects within
targeted precinct approach.

7.3 PROGRAMME TARGETING OF INCENTIVE INVESTMENT
Not all incentives are equally viable or applicable to each of the different Housing
Programme streams. In targeting consideration is not only required to the income
groups served but other institutional and risk mitigation factors linked to ensuring that
the government investment achieves the best social development results over the life
of the rental asset.
7.3.1 TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
The Transitional Housing programme is underdeveloped and undertested in the City
of Cape Town. However it has a significant role to play in dealing with people who
are homeless and or living informally on land linked to formal developments on the
Corridors. So while it is only a very small part of the potential developments on the
Corridors, its success is a significant potential enabler of other forms of affordable
rental development. The development of a project based approach to this which is
sustainable is an important ‘faciliatting project element’ that requires the mobilising
of the defined incentives package on a sustainable basis. However while using a high
level of incentives per project it is likely to account for less than 3% of the total City
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cost of incentives, and it will add significant value in freeing suitable land for
development and helping to stabalisie areas to encourage private investment.

Recommendations Box 4
Transitional Housing Programme and Delivery on Corridors
a. The development of a model for the targeting; capital and operational
financing; land and building availability; built form; and best approach to
management for use on Corridors.
b. Support the initiative in Woodstock/Salt River Pilot to develop these elements.
c. Identify potential sites in other parts of the Corridors and integrating into the land
and building pipeline.
7.3.2 MUNICIPAL AND CRU HOUSING
This has great potential in that it can leverage a full capital subsidy through CRU.
However it requires that ownership remains with the City and in its present form the
Municipality takes on the management of such stock. In addition there is the existing
supply of municipal stock on the Corridors which is generally poorly maintained and
with very low rental collection levels of rentals too low to cover the operational and
management costs of the stock. This results in continued high levels of untargeted
operational subsidy from the City.
This is further complicated by the present structuring of National CRU policy that makes
it difficult to apply the CRU subsidy in conjunction with Social Housing permitting more
integrated rental housing development under a single management agent. Until the
National CRU policy is revised it is proposed that this approach should not be used on
the corridors as it is likely to result in unsustainable investment. Its is, however, possible
to link with the City’s DHS initiative for pilot projects to transfer some stock to SHIs for
more sustainable approach to management. If this is feasible it will provide a small
stream of more sustainable affordable rental stock, as well as potential for additional
infill developments on the corridor. However this is likely to move very slowly and not
provide a substantial yield for at least 7 years.

Recommendations Box 5
Municipal and CRU Financing Housing on the Corridor
a. Work with City DHS to identify possible Pilot transfer project on the Corridors.
b. Identify any other infill land within the municipal stock that might be available for
affordable rental housing.
c. Monitor any changes to the national CRU Policy particularly on infill sites and
refurbished buildings and incorporate into corridor programmes if viable changes
7.3.3 THE SOCIAL HOUSING PROGRAMME
This is the programme that provides the potential ingredients to maximise the
leveraging of incentives and other investment to produce the largest development
NASHO – CoCT TOD CORRIDORS AND AFFORADBLE RENTAL HOUSING
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of affordable units, particularly at the lower and medium end of the income band
targets. This programme has an institutional form through accredited Social Housing
Institutions that permits the allocation of the RCG and IS subsidies. In addition it
provides for the accountability for the affordable rental stock over the life of the
buildings through the reporting accountability to the SHRA and with redress if the
social development intent is not met.
In addition the existing SHI partners of the City have an established record of strong
efficient and effective management of stock and rental collection levels of 95 – 97%
making for long term sustainability.
They also work with private developers who
undertake development with them but the SHI undertakes the longer term
management risk.
However there are constraints that need resolving for this programme to have a
significant impact within the Corridors. Primary among these is a National DHS
decision on the RCG Quantum and Income Bands that will make projects once again
viable without significant additional subsidy. The second is the access to land and
buildings at the right price on the Corridors, which involves the accessing of
municipally owned or purchased land and buildings. Thirdly increasing the number of
well capacitated SHIs in partnership with the City able to undertake the necessary
facilitating development and management of the stock.

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

Recommendations Box 6
Social housing Programme and Delivery on Corridors
Development of City Social Housing Policy incorporating and improving a
number of the City’s existing social housing implementing mechanisms.
On the basis of this support the development of a strong social housing
Land/Building Pipeline on the Corridors.
Consideration of using the USDG for the purchasing and land and buildings for
Social Housing on the Corridors
Within the framework of the developed City social housing policy to increase the
number of capacitated SHIs in partnership with the City to be in line with the
demand – supply requirements.
As part of mechanisms include the details of incentives in City SHI Partnership
Agreements and ensure that they are within City policies.

7.4 PRIVATE GAP RENTAL
There are a number of developers and landlords willing to engage in this market and
particularly at the higher end from household income R7 000 - R15 000 if the conditions
are right. Their proven developer and landlord capacity, as well as access to equity
and loan finance could make them important contributors to densification and
affordable rentals on the Corridors. However the prevailing capital cost structures
make it impossible to make the returns when renting to the Gap market. The City
incentives could help to achieve the necessary reductions in capital and operational
costs. However there are three major inhibitors to proceeding with this:
NASHO – CoCT TOD CORRIDORS AND AFFORADBLE RENTAL HOUSING
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•
•
•

Lack of eligibility for any of the National Grants
The danger of targeting too much ‘incentive’ subsidy to higher income groups
within the gap range
The inability to monitor and control the medium to long term use of the incentive
and protect against its absorption into profit

These issues require more careful consideration and where possible mechanisms
developed to mitigate them.
In the short term the one mechanism that has proven to work and is again to be tested
in the Conradie Hospital site is the release of large tracks of land which permit
developers to use some land for social development objectives balanced against the
returns for the development of the other parts of the land.
Given the scarcity of existing Greenfield sites on the Corridors such a model would
require the grouping of available buildings or smaller infill sites and this requires further
testing, particularly to see the delivery advantages of this over the direct use of the
sites for social housing for example. Another model that requires further testing is
whether high-rise rights make it feasible for the developer to open up gap options
cross subsidised against returns on the rest of the block (vertically integrated
development).
In the short term a possible way of providing some incentives in this market is for the
SHI partners of the City to adopt a ‘mixed-market’ approach in which a land incentive
can also work for the ‘private gap’ rental market but where the use of the incentives
is monitored within the the accredited SHI’s portfolio reporting to the SHRA and
through its City partnership agreement contract. In addition the fact that the SHI are
NP Companies means that any surplus must be re-invested in the social housing
sector.

Recommendations Box 7
Private Gap Rental on Corridors
a. Identifying and testing contractual and other mechanisms that will permit the use
of incentives by private for profit developers/landlords by giving the City longer
term monitoring and control that the incentives are used to keep rentals
affordable.
b. Testing of applicability of using the grouping of infill and and buildings for
refurbishment to achieve mixed development where private sector access
permits cross subsidising between Gap and for profit units.
c. Refining and encouraging SHIs to undertake the mixed ‘market model’ where
incentives can apply because of controls over rental levels and re-investment of
surplus in sector.
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B. INTRODUCTION
1

BACKGROUND

The City of Cape Town is committed to investment linked to the Transport Orientated
Development Corridors. Such investment is intended to help densify the City while
achieving greater socio-economic integration by increasing housing options in the City
for low and moderate income households. An important component of these
opportunities is the provision of ‘affordable’ rental accommodation. However it is
recognised that normal market forces will not necessarily result in such development. So
what is required is more proactive intervention by the City and other spheres of
government to intervene in the market to stimulate such developments. The City’s SPUD,
together with the City’s Department of Human Settlement, have commissioned a study
to understand the context of the delivery of such housing and identify a sustainable
package of incentives linked to the policy and procedures of the City that can stimulate
delivery of affordable rental accommodation on the Corridors.

2 DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of clarity on the scope of the work it is important to have clarity on the
key concepts that are at the core of the assignment.

2.1 AFFORDABLE RENTAL HOUSING
Formal well managed rental housing with rentals affordable to households within the
monthly income range of R800 – R20 000 who generally cannot afford ownership within
the designated areas.
This involves the following primary categories of landlords:
i. TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
This is transitional housing opportunity for people living informally on land within the
Corridors. Income targets R0 – R1500.
ii. CRU – MUNICIPAL HOUSING
This includes the City’s existing rental housing stock and new stock developed
under the NDoHS Community Residential Programme. Income target R800 – R3
500.
iii. SOCIAL HOUSING
This is rental housing developed and managed under the national social housing
programme using a partial government subsidy on the capital of the physical
development and the units usually owned and managed by non profit Social
Housing Institutions. Household Income band R1500 – R7 500 (presently under
review by the National Department of Human Settlement)
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iv. FOR PROFIT PROVIDERS
Private developer and landlords providing formal rental. This group can be divided
into the following groupings:
•
•

•
•

Single Property Landlords – Usually offering rental of 1 or 2 units in garden
areas Household Income: R3 000 to R15 000
Small Scale and Emerging Landlords Usually providing from 20 – 400 units in
purpose built or refurbished properties with small management structure
and overheads. Household income R6 000 to R15 000
Medium Sized Formal Businesses - Usually with R400 or more units run as
formally structured businesses
Large Landlord – Formal companies with primary function of managing an
din some instances developing new market rental housing. Household
income band: R7 000 – R20 000

2.2 TOD CORRIDORS
The Urban Network Strategy, a part of the National Treasury’s Neighbourhood
Development Programme, focusses on the transformation of spatial form of South African
Cities. Within this programme sit a number of grant funds to support transformation of the
spatial form of South African cities. Among these is the Integrated City Development
Grant (ICDG) intended to encourage ‘cities to align, sequence and manage public
investment, with a specific focus on agglomerating urban activities around public
transport infrastructure and operations’.
The City is focussing this investment within 2 Integration Zones in the City that are within
pedestrian distance of the key public transport corridors. These 2 areas are designated
as the City’s first Transport Orientated Development (TOD) Corridors. The intent is to cluster
government investment and increase densification in these areas, in order to promote
social and economic integration of the City; provide better city access to low and
moderate income households; and in doing so reduce the cost of transport for such
households and also make the public transport systems more effective, efficient and
financially viable.

2.3 HIGH DENSITY
The City’s focus is on increasing density within the areas of the city inside the City’s
defined Urban Edge. While the levels for densification will vary the targeted areas linked
to the TOD Corridors are generally identified for High Density which is broadly defined as
80 – 300du/ha. A further factor in these developed areas is the special focus on ‘grey’
and ‘brownfield’ sites.
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2.4 INCENTIVES
These are the package of positive interventions by the City that can encourage the
development of viable affordable and sustainable rental housing in the key targeted
areas within the city’s TOD Corridors. This can include planning, land and building
availability, municipal charges and financial inventives.

3 METHODOLOGY
The study relies on existing documentation, key stakeholder interviews and informant
focus group workshops. While specifically focussing on the City of Cape Town it will also
draw on the experiences and good practice of other South African cities and where
applicable examples of relevant good practice from cities outside of South Africa.
The study was developed over the following phases:
Phase 1: Status Quo: Existing Approaches, Processes and Challenges
•
•
•

Desktop
Key Informant Interviews
Feedback Workshop

Phase 2: Incentives Policy and Process Changes
•
•
•

Desktop document reviews
Key informant interviews
Feedback workshop

Phase 3: Finalised and integrated Report with Recommendations
Desktop integration of Phases 1 and 2

4 RENTALS, AFFORDABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
In achieving affordable rentals for the targeted group it is necessary to achieve rentals
in the range R300 – R1200 for Municipal and CRU housing; R750 – R2250 for social housing;
and R2 000 – R6500 in the gap for profit market. These ranges are minus the cost of
household utilities.
Achieving this requires a careful balancing of the capital costs; the cost of effective and
efficient lifecycle management of the stock; and achieving the necessary returns on
investment. This balance varies between the different groupings of landlords.

4.1 CAPITAL COSTS
Reducing the capital cost of such development in Cape Town is affected substantially
by the relatively high cost of land and building acquisition in the City of Cape Town
compared to other metros. This applies to all landlords if there are no subsidised land and
building opportunities.
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4.2 MANAGEMENT COSTS
When it comes to the management of the stock there is a baseline under which it is not
possible to reduce the costs without affecting the life cycle integrity of the stock. The
cost of the provision of the management service varies across the different landlords.
For existing CRU and municipal stock - it is difficult to calculate as the management of
the stock is not ring-fenced and there is no management system in place that permits
tracking of actual cost.
For Social Housing - NASHO has calculated that the average cost of effective and
efficient management is R950 – R1200 per unit per month (2015). The cost also includes
a more hands on a decentralised approach to management that is considered an
important risk protection mechanism in this part of the market.
In the gap for profit market these costs can vary between the different grouping of land
lord types:
Small and emerging landlords – costs range from R350 to R700. The considerable
difference from Social Housing is because of the often more informal small business ‘selfdo’ arrangements which require less institutional arrangements and reduces the
overheads of these as well as the cost of key areas of repairs. However it can come at
the cost of poor lifecycle maintenance.
Medium to Large Sized Landlords - the experience in the CBD of Johannesburg indicates
that such costs range from R500 – R1 000. The difference when compared to Social
Housing is in part many of these landlords run a more centralised approach to
management but also have in some instances less regard for managing on a lifecycle
basis deferring such expenditure.

4.3 RETURNS ON INVESTMENT
This influences levels of rentals and is a crucial determiner of the willingness to invest
particularly of the medium and large for profit landlords.
CRU and existing municipal - within the policy framework there is no requirement to make
a return on this investment.
Social Housing landlords – according to policy they are expected to achieve a 14%
return on the loan element of the investment which usually accounts for about 30% of
the total capital cost.
Small and emerging landlords operate within the range 6% - 10% relying on the capital
accumulation of the investment as an important element in additional medium term
return.
Large and Medium Sized Landlords operate within the range of 10 – 20%
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5 EFFICIENCIES AND INCENTIVES
The calculations on these key factors indicate achieving affordable rentals in the
targeted TOD areas particularly for households within the R1500 – R12 500 category are
not easy. To achieve this objective the City needs to package a set of measures to help
both government and the private sector achieve this, and achieve the primary objective
of increasing the supply of such well managed stock and not merely increasing
profitability.
The response is broadly in 3 forms:
Incentives – these are viable practical and targeted mechanisms that increase the ability
to achieve this objective through direct intervention in a market that is failing to supply
adequately for the social economic and structural objectives of government.
Efficiencies – These are using the existing policy and procedures of the municipality more
efficiently to reduce transactional costs for the investors in ‘affordable’ rental.
Facilitating Projects – These are specific projects which can focus in the Corridors that
can help create conditions that encourage affordable rental housing investment.
The study outlines these as well as where possible assessing the financial impact that
these will have on costs and particularly on rentals.
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C. AFFORDABLE RENTAL STATUS QUO - CITY OF CAPE TOWN
1

BACKGROUND
The Draft Integrated Human settlement framework states that there are a total of 328
117 households living in l rental housing in the city which accounts for 31% of
households living in the city. The table below shows the breakdown by income band
TABLE : NO. OF HOUSEHOLDS IN RENTAL ACCOMMODATION IN CAPE TOWN

Income'Bands
No.$Households
%$of$those$in$rental$

0-3'200
147$650
45%

3'201-6'400 6'401'-'13'000 13'001'-'26'000
53$569
49$757
41$820
16%
15%
13%

26'000'+
35$321
11%

TOTAL
328'117

In the City of Cape Town all four categories of landlords outlined in section A2 above
are providing existing affordable rental in various parts of the City. This section is
intended to look at each of these sub markets, the key stakeholders, their spatial
presence, their target market, their products, their efficiency of delivery, the nature
and effect of existing municipal and other policies and procedures on their delivery,
their existing challenges and their potential to add value to the affordable rental
accommodation objectives with the TOD corridors. Where possible it will also
concentrate on their activities specifically within the Voortrekker Road corridor as an
example of performance in TOD Corridors.

6 TRANSITIONAL HOUSING
This is defined as temporary housing for people in transition to more permanent
housing when it becomes available. It applies more particularly to homelss people
or people or households living informally on land or in buildings required for formal
development. It is also used as a programme category by government to describe
the financing of housing for people with special needs.

6.1 IS IT ‘TRANSITIONAL’?
The general intent is that households should receive support to move on to
alternative more permanent housing opportunities. If qualifying they should have
the opportunity to access BNG or if incomes reach a level that they can use Social
Housing or CRU rental they should be encouraged to do so. However It is
recognised that because of the shortage of other options and the constitutional
rights of the households involved a number will remain in such accommodation for
long periods.
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6.2 NO. OF UNITS
There is presently no indication of the number of such units nor the demand for such
housing on the corridors. However the anecdotal evidence is that there is no such
housing on the Corridor areas that has to date used government capital financing.

6.3 TYPE OF UNITS
Such housing in other cities e.g. Johannesburg has taken the form of:
Shared rooms with beds and shared communal facilities with small lock up space
for personal belongings- This is usually for homeless singles where rentals are either
per day or week.
Room with shared communal facilities approx. 1 + 1 sink and shower toilet per 3
rooms and 1 kitchen per 9 rooms. Space in each room for a small cooking device.
Suggested sizes of rooms 10m2, 12m2, 14m2 and 16m2.

6.4 FINANCING
It is possible to cover the full capital cost by developing these facilities on municipal
land and using the Institutional Subsidy as a transitional Housing subsidy or
alternatively the CRU subsidy to cover the capital cost of the top structure.
The operational cost incurred on management of property and the tenancy
services would be recouped in part through rentals and in part from the City
Indigency Rental Subsidy (see next section). Any social support programme e.g.
emotional support, job counselling would be paid for from separate grants raised
either though government or privately.

6.5 RENTALS
Rentals are based on the Economic Cost Recovery dependent only on
administration, management and long term maintenance cost. At present rate this
would require a ECR of approx. R 1 100 per month. Howver the ‘tenants’ would pay
rentals based on their affordability. This should be 20-25% of the monthly household
income. It is proposed that the shortfall is made up by a means tested use of the
City Indigency Rental Fund.

6.6 MANAGEMENT OF STOCK AND TENANCIES
it is proposed that property and tenancy management should be undertaken by
an independent non profit agency e.g. SHI or NGO. They would do this on a
contract basis with a guarantee that all reasonable costs for the management not
covered by tenant rentals will be guaranteed through the City’s rental Indigency
Rental Fund or other City sources.
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6.7 LIKELY DEMAND
There is no clear understanding of the level of demand on the TOD Corridors for this
type of accommodation. In work presently underway in Salt River/ Woodstock it is
estimated that there are a total of 40 households made up of a total of 120
individuals. The satisfactory rehousing of these people will open up 4 significant sites
for Social Housing development that will help realise about 400 formal social
housing units. It is necessary to have a more detailed assessment of the key nodal
and corridor areas over time.

6.8 APPLICATION ON THE CORRIDOR
The City’s Human Settlements Department is presently doing a pilot project with 16
households on land scheduled for development of formal Social Housing. It is
intended to use this project to help to develop an approach which permits the
protection of people’s constitutional rights while providing a financially sustainable
approach to transitional housing on the TOD Corridors. If successful this approach
can be used in other parts of the corridors thereby freeing more land and buildings
for development for affordable rental housing.

7 CRU AND MUNICIPAL HOUSING
The City of Cape Town is the largest municipal residential land lord in the country.
As such it is an important influencer of the residential rental markets in certain parts
of the City and a significant provider of accommodation to households in the
income bands R1 500 – R6 000.

7.1 NUMBER OF UNITS
It has an estimated 44 000 rental units.

7.2 SPATIAL PRESENCE
The majority of the stock is located in the former coloured and African townships
which are generally poorly located with the socio economic nodal areas and have
lower standards of socio-economic service than many of the former white areas.
There are exceptions in Athlone, the Southern Suburbs, Milnerton and in Bellville. In
addition there has been a development of some new CRU and the upgrading of
hostels into rental flats in Langa.

7.3 TYPE AND CONDITION OF STOCK
The Extended Discount Benefit Scheme has resulted in the transfer of ownership of
most of the City’ freestanding, cluster and row houses to the tenants. The Scheme
requires the transfer of all of this saleable stock.
There is a substantial
number of the remaining existing stock still under
management in the form of medium density walk–ups generally in estate clusters.
The physical state of the stock is poor in a large part because of very poor
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maintenance. The Housing Rental Stock Maintenance Plan 2015 -2018 provides
estimates of the total current replacement cost(CRC)/CAPEX cost and projected
annual day today maintenance (OPEX) costs. The backlog of asset refurbishment
cost is projected at R3.33bn.

7.4 RENTALS
The City units excluding the hostel rooms have a rental range from R400 – R1 200.

7.5 POTENTIAL ON TOD CORRIDORS
Existing Stock
Some of the exsting stock sits within the corridors. However the problems with
management and the financial sustainability of this stock means that it is unlikely to
provide housing beyond those already served. There is some potential with infill
development, however this is complicated by the number of informal structures as
well as the difficulty of inserting new rental stock into areas where the rentals are
very low and the rental collection is poor.
The City has signalled its intent to examine some pilot projects to test the possibility
of transferring some of this stock to Social Housing Institutions. If this was done
successfully it might be possible to consider some upgrading and infill. However in
reality this is likely to happen at best in the medium to long term. The major focus
of this stock in the Corridors should be on a concerted plan to improve
management and rental payments and then some improvements in the physical
condition of the properties. It might also be possible to offer some of the affordable
rental opportunities developed on the corridor to existing tenants on municipal
stock so freeing units up for lower income tenants on the waiting list.
New CRU
The potential for this rests on what changes are made to the national CRU policy.
If, as presently indicated the Greenfield and infill types of non hostel redevelopment
are shifted to the social housing programme it might provide the opportunity to
incorporate this option for some lower income groups into planned Social Housing
developments on the corridors. This must await any national policy changes.

8 SOCIAL HOUSING
Social Housing is a National programme with a policy framework and its own
legislation (social Housing Act 2008). It is intended as a programme to assist in the
restructuring of South African cities providing for greater economic integration in the
better located parts of these cities. Also to provide low and moderate income
households with good quality, well managed and affordable formal rental housing
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close to the socio economic resources of the cities and with easy access to these
Cities’ rapid transport networks.
The programme defines locational criteria for the allocation of a capital subsidy with
the accredited non profit Social Housing institutions facilitating the development and
undertaking the management of the stock and linked tenancies.

8.1 CITY OF CAPE TOWN STRATEGIC & POLICY CONTEXT
The City presently does not have a specific social housing policy or a developed
strategy for the delivery of social housing. However it does have a number of coordinated mechanisms that have guided delivery of units in the City over the past
7 years.
8.1.1

RESTRUCTURING ZONES
The City has 7 approved Restructuring Zones (RZs) in which it is possible to locate
the use of the Social Housing subsidy (Restructuring Capital Grant). Presently these
are not fully aligned with the other City financial incentives areas such as the TOD
Corridors and the UDZs.

8.1.2

SMART PARTNERSHIPS
The City has an established Social Housing smart partnership system that permits it
to work closely with independent non profit SHIs in the delivery and the long term
management of rental housing stock. In doing this the SHIs are assisting the City
to deliver on its social and City development objectives. There are presently
partnerships with 3 accredited SHIs namely Communicare, SOHCO and
Madulammoho Housing Association. The City assists these with access to land and
reduced development and some management costs e.g. rates exemption that
permit the SHIs to keep the rentals as low as possible. The SHIs in turn develop and
manage the stock within the national and local policy frameworks.

8.1.3

LAND AND BUILDING ALLOCATION
As part of its SHI Smart partnership arrangement the City identifies and allocates
land to SHIs for the delivery of Social Housing. This is sometimes done on a direct
land disposal and sometime on a 30 year leasehold basis. To date the City has
released four pieces of land that has resulted in the development of units and of
these three land parcels are within the scope of the TOD Corridors.
In addition the municipality has a pipeline of land that is available for allocation
at various stages of preparation, but there are presently a number of different
inhibitors to the development of these land parcels. However the most significant
at the present time are the problems with the financing model as previously
outlined
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8.2 SOCIAL HOUSING DELIVERY IN THE CITY OF CAPE TOWN
There are presently an estimated 4 635 social housing units under management or
construction in the City as detailed in the table below:
TABLE : SOCIAL HOUSING UNITS IN CAPE TOWN BY SHI

PROJECTS

NO. UNITS

LOCATION

FINANCING

COMMENT

SOURCE
COMMUNICARE
Various

1 346

Pre 1994

Developed
pre
1994
generally well located,
some freestanding houses
e.g.
Ruyterwacht
and
Brooklyn
but
generally
walk-ups

Drommedaris

219

Milnerton

RCG

Completed

Bothasig
Phase 1

120

Bothasig

RCG

Completed

700

Steenberg

RCG

Completed

Scottsdene

500

Scottsdene

RCG

Completed

Belhar

629

Belhar

RCG

Some
remainder
construction

416

Belhar

RCG

Under construction

705

Langa

RCG

Developed as part of the
N2 gateway Project but not
allocated to an SHI.

SOHCO
Steenvillas
MHA

Completed
under

URBAN STATUS
The Block
HDA
Joe Slovo Park

8.3 FINANCING OF SOCIAL HOUSING
The basic financing of social housing involves the following components: grant, loan
finance, equity and rental payment of tenants.
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8.3.1 CAPITAL FINANCING
The capital financing model for Social Housing is as follows:
Restructuring Capital Grant (RCG) National Grant

R125 615

Institutional Subsidy (IS) Provincial/City Grant

R110 947 (standard)

(RCG increases with deeper penetration into primary market, and IS subject to variation
for special development conditions such as geotech, topography, SCCCA, etc)
Remainder equity and loan finance
This allocation is linked to the setting of rentals to meet the affordability of the following income
bands at the point of entry:
30% for primary market with household incomes R1 500 to R3 500 and a rental range R750 to R1250
70% for secondary market with household incomes R3 501 – R7 500 and a rental range R1251 – R2
250
The analysis in section below shows that presently in Cape Town the average cost is R11 120 m2 or
R 444 000 inclusive of land, infrastructure and VAT. In such an instance the unsubsidised
‘remainder’ is R207 438. Given the cap on rentals and that the present financing arrangement is
not working without direct other incentives that reduces the capital cost to the SHI e.g. subsidised
land, infrastructure and other development costs, this is not financially viable. The National
Department of Human Settlements is presently reviewing both the RCG Quantum and the Income
Bands which if done should change the viability of the model.

8.3.2 OPERATIONAL FINANCING
The operational costs of social housings stock covers all the administration, management
costs to ensure the sustainability of the stock on a life cycle basis including planned
maintenance. The cost of this for effective and efficient SHIs is calculated in the range
R950 to R1 200 pupm. Generally this is higher than for the landlords in the higher ends of
the rental market. The difference is mainly as a consequence of social housing requiring
a much more direct engagement with tenants and generally requiring more
decentralised management to manage the risk.
8.3.3 RENTALS AND RENTAL COLLECTION
The rental sets require that the SHI covers the cost of both capital and operational costs
while ensuring that the life cycle of the property is maximised. At the same time the
setting of the rent at the point of entry is capped to ensure affordability for the targeted
group. Given the fact that operational and sometimes loan finance charges vary on a
year by year basis the rentals will increase on a year on year basis. Generally this involves
increases from CPI to CPI + 3.
An often highlighted concern around the viability of social Housing is the concern about
non payment and arrears. The three SHIs with stock under management in the City have
rental collection levels ranging from 95 – 98%
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8.4 SOCIAL HOUSING AND THE TOD CORRIDORS – OPPORTUNITIES AND
CONSTRAINTS
8.4.1
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
8.4.2
•

•
•

OPPORTUNITIES
The social Housing programme is specifically targeted at households on incomes
that are presently largely excluded from the private rental market within the
Corridor areas.
The programme provides a potential financial mechanism that can ensure
additional government housing investment in these areas in a way that can also
leverage additional loan financing.
The programme provides for the accreditation and the monitoring of SHIs
receiving government investment to ensure that the stock is used for low and
moderate income groups. This accreditation and monitoring provides the
insurances around other incentives applied and the City does not need to set in
place its own intensive performance management system.
Because of the formalising of accreditation and the close monitoring it is easier to
justify and structure the provison of ‘incentives’ specifically targeted at achieving
social developmental objectives.
There is an established basis for partnerships between the City and SHIs. The three
partners have demonstrated that it is possible to deliver social housing stock and
undertake its effective management. All three have the capacity to expand. In
addition there are new SHIs that if properly assessed by the City can enter into
partnerships too
The SHIs generally also run community and neighbourhood development
programmes using resources other than the housing finance that help to stabilise
and develop neighbourhoods.
Strong social housing partners with proven development and management track
record
City land pipeline - some linked to programmatic work with SPUD
Financial allocation for feasibilities from SHRA
Structured municipal incentives to reduce both capital and operational costs
Commitment of City DHS to resolve informal settlements on sites for development
CONSTRAINTS
The present social housing financing mechanism with too low an RCG quantum
and income bands that have not altered for 7 years making it an unviable
instrument without substantial additional ‘capital’ incentives.
Lack of a more strategic land and building pipeline that can ensure steady release
for social housing.
More SHI Partnerships with SHIs with relevant capacity to work with the City in the
longer term.
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RCG subsidy not applicable to rooms with shared communal facilities which
provides an affordable opportunity for households in the low and moderate
income category.
The RCG setting unit size standards that do not maximise the opportunity for
smaller and more affordable units.
Failure to alter the RCG quantum income bands – negotiations in progress should
see the change
Lack of ready finance to purchase land and buildings when opportunities arise
Delays in processing planning and building applications
Lack of contractual certainties about some of the City incentives.
Not enough SHIs with sufficient capacity if the programme is stepped up on TOD
Corridors
Potential lack of IS to match RCG allocation.

9 PRIVATE FOR PROFIT GAP RENTAL MARKET
9.1 BACKGROUND
In the City of Johannesburg the private for profit medium sized landlords e.g. Afhco
and the the emerging landlords financed and supported mainly through TUHF have
been significant suppliers to the affordable rental market (rentals R1500 to R5 500) in
the Johannesburg CBD which has an estimated 55 000 such units. The impetus for
this was the very low historic cost of developmental opportunity e.g. land and
buildings and the concentrated demand. This permitted entrepreneurial landlords to
enter the market with conversions and refurbishment of existing buildings acquired
for very low capital costs that could meet the targeted households with incomes
between R6 000 and R 18 000. Partly as a result of the success of developing this
market the capital costs of developmental opportunities have increased significantly
making it more difficult to enter this market especially since many providers presently
recognise a rental ceiling of about R5 500 after which many tenants start looking for
options outside of the CBD.
In cape Town there is far less evidence of medium sized landlords and emerging
landlords operating within this market in the CBD, inner suburbs and on the TOD
corridors. The major reason for this is the relatively high capital cost of developable
assets i.e. land and buildings, starting to require rentals in the R5 500 – R20 000 range
to obtain the desired returns.

9.2 RENTALS
The level of rentals in key areas linked to the TOD Corridors indicate that there is
likely to be a small quantity of affordable units. Both the Roode report and a search
of rental units advertised on the internet show a rental range between
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R3 033 and R6133 for bachelor to 2 bedroom units. This would require household
incomes from R10 000 – R20 000 with only bachelor units available at the lower end
of this income band.
TABLE : CITY OF CAPE TOWN RENTALS – ROODE REPORT 1ST QUARTER 2016

Bachelor

1-Bed

2 -Bed

3 -Bed

Belville/Parow

R4 000

R4 750

R5 700

R8 000

Brooklyn

R3 003

R3 767

R4 433

R5 100

Kenilworth/Wynberg/

R4 167

R5 400

R6 133

R7 500

R2 000

R2 750

R4 800

-

Claremont
Athlone

TABLE : CITY OF CAPE TOWN RENTALS – INTERNET SAMPLE JUNE 2016

Area
Brooklyn

1 Bed
4700

2 Bed

3 Bed

Comments

7400

Goodwood

3695-4100

4495 - 5400

6000 - 8700

Milnerton

9000 - 11000

12500 - 18000

16500 - 25000

Parow

4200 - 4650

Example
Sirocco

Thornton

4579 - 5750

5437 - 6700

Communicare
SHI lower end

Bellville

4200 - 4650

5500 - 6000

Liberty Grande
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In Cape Town this sector is far less developed and has far fewer players in this market.
The major deterrent is the high cost of developmental opportunities i.e. land and
buildings

9.3 SUPPLY OF PRIVATE FOR PROFIT RENTAL STOCK
It was not possible to find a reliable source that could establish the number of such
units in Cape Town. However the rental information above would indicate that the
present supply of formal medium to higher density such stock is very limited. What
there is is predominantly at rentals serving households with incomes R14 000 – R20 000.
It is likely that many households with incomes less than R14 000 who are renting formal
accommodation are likely to rent in less well located areas or in formal back yard
structures e.g. Granny Flats or where more than one household is sharing a single flat.
The difficulty of achieving a greater involvement of private for profit landlords in this
market is further evident on the basis of the capital cost estimates outlined in Section
D. These figures indicate likely development costs in areas like Parow show that for
any developer to receive proper returns on these units would require rentals in the
range R5 000 – R6 500. This is borne out by some of the newly built units presently on
rental in these areas e.g. Sirroco where a 2 bedroom unit is on sale or for rental at R5
500 per month.
If private for profit landlords are to enter the lower ends of affordable rentals (R2500
– R4500) they will require significant additional capital reduction incentives. The
major challenge for the City in providing such incentives is developing a system that
can ensure that they are applied to keeping rents affordable over an extensive
period rather than only at the 1st tenant group to enter. This would require a robust
contract system and the internal human and system capacity to monitor this.

9.4 PRIVATE FOR PROFIT LANDLORDS OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS ON TOD
CORRIDORS
9.4.1

OPPORTUNITIES
• Demand is high
• High level of development and management capacity. There are developers,
financiers and propety managers eager to enter market if right conditions.
• Private loan and equity finances available where conditions are right
• Can use the existing incentives on zoning and parking to help maximise
investment.
• UDZ has some but limited value as developers often do not hold the property
• Good record of payment by gap market tenants
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•

9.4.2

Possible encouragement of SHIs to do mixed market developments with
incentives e.g. reduced land costs that are controllable through the
accreditation and monitoring process

CONSTRAINTS
• Capital cost of properties mean viable rentals are pitched above R15 000
household income level
• Capital cost and risk increased by the time taken for zoning, planning and
building permission
o Often the ‘progressive’ policies on zoning, parking etc are not known or
understood by ‘local’ officials
• Lack of any incentives from government to reduce capital or management
costs.
• Difficulty of ensuring that any such ‘incentives’ are applied over a longer
period to keep rentals affordable to targeted group.
• Lack of SHI equity to make entering the ‘gap ‘ rental market above their
existing subsisidised R7 500 income group.
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D. THE COSTING MODEL OF AFFORDABLE RENTAL HOUSING IN CAPE
TOWN
1

INTRODUCTION - THE IMPACT TESTING MODEL

A simple Excel-based model has been developed for testing the impacts on rentals of
various measures designed to reduce both capital development and operational costs
(See Appendix)
The model baseline is a 100 unit three-storey walk-up development on a greenfield site
in a TOD corridor based on the following broad parameters and assumptions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average unit size 40m2 inclusive of allowance for circulation and common areas
Specifications suitable for both private market and social housing units
Full development and operational costs paid, without subsidy of any kind
Land purchased at market value
Development charges, service connection fees and planning fees paid at full
CoCT tariffs
Top structure construction costs and professional fees based on typical industry
norms
Operational costs at typical industry levels, cost to income for private for profit
landlords at 0.25, and for social housing at 0.45 due to higher levels of customer
service and community development (and therefore, overhead costs) in social
housing

Based on the above, the model has calculated baseline (unsubsidised) capital costs and
rentals as follows:
TABLE 1.1: BASELINE CAPITAL COSTS AND RENTALS IN THE MODEL
ASPECT

Capital development cost
Monthly baseline rental

THREE-STOREY WALK UP

EIGHT-STOREY TOWER BLOCK

Per unit

Per m2

Per unit

Per m2

R436,926

R 10,923

R521,317

R 13,033

R4,733

R118.32

R5,648

R141.20
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Development and operational cost inputs can be varied according to a menu of
incentives, subsidies and interventions, and the model then calculates the resulting rental
reductions versus the baseline rentals
Examples of the impacts on rentals of various cost reducing measures potentially within
control of the CoCT are shown in section 4 below

2

IS IT POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE AFFORDABLE RENTAL UNITS WITHOUT SUBSIDIES,
INCENTIVES AND IMPROVED EFFICIENCIES?

The reality of how difficult it is to provide affordable rental accommodation to people on
low incomes at current levels of capital and operational costs for dwelling units of an
acceptable size and standard is illustrated in the tables below.
Capitalising the potential net income at different benchmark rentals at a capitalisation
rate of 9.8% and at typical cost to income (cti) ratios of 0.45 (social housing) and 0.25
(private for profit landlords) respectively for a project consisting of say 100 self-contained
units, indicates the following maximum residual capital development or acquisition costs
per unit for the various rentals (no capital or operational subsidy):
TABLE 2.1: INDICATIVE MAXIMUM CAPITAL COST PER UNIT AT DIFFERENT RENTAL LEVELS
Potential rental income
Benchmark
description

Cost to income 0.25
and cap rate 9.8%

Cost to income 0.45
and cap rate 9.8%

Tenant
income
pm

Rental
pupm

Rental
pupa

Net
income
pupa

Maximum
cost per
unit

Net
income
pupa

Maximum
cost per
unit

R 800

R240

R2,880

R2,160

R22,041

R1,584

R16,163

Average CRU

R 1,333

R400

R4,800

R3,600

R36,735

R2,640

R26,939

Lower end SH primary

R 2,500

R750

R9,000

R6,750

R68,878

R4,950

R50,510

Upper limit CRU and
SH primary
Lower end SH
secondary
Average SH

R 3,500

R1,050

R12,600

R9,450

R96,429

R6,930

R70,714

R 4,167

R1,250

R15,000

R11,250

R114,796

R8,250

R84,184

R 6,167

R1,850

R22,200

R16,650

R169,898

R12,210

R124,592

Upper limit SH

R 7,500

R2,250

R27,000

R20,250

R206,633

R14,850

R151,531

Lower end gap
market
Average gap market

R 6,667

R2,000

R24,000

R18,000

R183,673

R13,200

R134,694

R 15,000

R4,500

R54,000

R40,500

R413,265

R29,700

R303,061

R 21,667

R6,500

R78,000

R58,500

R596,939

R42,900

R437,755

Lower end CRU

Upper end gap
market
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Compare the above with estimated real capital development costs per unit in a 100-unit
3-storey walk-up and 8-storey tower respectively in a typical corridor development (again
no capital or operational subsidy included) as shown in the table below. For purposes of
this comparison it was assumed that the land was purchased vacant (no demolition
costs) from a private seller, and that it already had the appropriate zoning for this type
of development (At least General Residential 4 or General Business 4):
TABLE 2.2: ESTIMATED REAL CAPITAL COSTS PER UNIT – BASELINE CASE
COST ELEMENT

3-Storey walk-up

8-Storey tower

Cost/unit

%

Cost/unit

%

Land

R 50,000

11.4

R 50,000

9.6

Services

R 95,000

21.7

R 95,000

18.2

Bulk services development charges

R 55,000

12.6

R 55,000

10.6

Service connections

R 40,000

9.2

R 40,000

7.7

Top structures

R 262,280

60.0

R 341,620

65.5

Construction cost

R 224,000

51.3

R 288,000

55.2

Professional fees

R 38,280

8.8

R 53,620

10.3

Other

R 29,646

6.8

R 34,697

6.7

Legal fees

R 2,000

0.5

R 2,000

0.4

Municipal plan fees

R 1,500

0.3

R 1,500

0.3

NHBRC

R 5,340

1.2

R 6,372

1.2

Finance cost during construction

R 20,806

4.8

R 24,825

4.8

TOTAL PER UNIT

R 436,926

100.0

R 521,317

100.0

TOTAL PER M2

R 10,923

R 13,033

From the tables above it is clear that it is not possible to provide affordable rental units at
current development costs (land, services and top structures) without substantial
incentives and improved development and operational efficiencies.

3. CAPITAL COST ELEMENTS IN THE PROVISION OF AFFORDABLE RENTAL
ACCOMMODATION IN TOD CORRIDORS, AND THE IMPACT ON RENTALS OF
POTENTIAL INCENTIVES
3.1 THE COST OF LAND
A limited survey of properties in the Parow and Bellville CBDs along for instance the
Voortrekker Road corridor seem to indicate values for vacant or underutilised land
parcels as follows (based on recent sales where available, or municipal valuation plus
20%):
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•
•
•
•

Privately owned with existing single residential or similar low intensity use rights,
from around equivalent of R35 000 per unit
Privately owned with existing GR4 or GB4 zoning ranging from around R75 000 per
unit
Municipally owned with existing low intensity use rights, from around R7 500 per
unit
Municipally owned with higher order use rights, from around R32 000 per unit

For purposes of cost estimating and modelling of the impact of incentives, an average
land cost of R50 000 was assumed, with net zero cost of demolition of old structures where
applicable (salvage value assumed equal to cost)
Possible ways in which the cost of land could be reduced for subsidised rental housing
(social housing):
•
•
•

Using some of the USDG budget allocation to pay for 100% of land (and bulk
services) costs where a portion of the land for a larger integrated humans
settlements development is set aside for social housing
Using the CoCT’s existing concession of releasing city-owned land to SHIs at 10%
of market value
Amending the above concession to allow release of city-owned land at zero cost
to SHIs

3.2 THE COST OF SERVICES
Medium to high density rental developments in corridors would typically take the form of
one or more walk-up or tower blocks, usually on a single erf. The cost of services in such
a development would then generally have the following components:
•
•
•
•
3.2.1

Development Charges (DCs) payable by the developer to the City as a
contribution towards bulk engineering infrastructure
Link services, if required, to be installed by the developer at own cost
Electricity development capital tariff payable by the developer to the City
Services connection costs
Development Charges (DCs) - bulk engineering infrastructure:

These are calculated on the City’s DC Calculator in terms of:
“Development Charges Policy for Engineering Services for the City of Cape Town (Policy
no. 20037), approved by council 29 May 2014, C 41/05/14)”
Development charges (DCs) include for the following categories of bulk engineering
infrastructure: Roads, Transport, Stormwater, Sewage, Water, Solid waste, Land and
servitudes
With regard to affordable rental there are two categories of new “rights” that could
apply when using the DC calculator to calculate the charges:
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•
•

A5: State funded housing which includes social housing by an approved SH
partner and CRU
A11: Flats <100m2 (private sector)

In most cases DCs for social housing are already at a concessionary rate when compared
to e.g. private sector flats (around 60% of the rate for flats), but still amount to around R5
000 to R11 000/unit or 1.0 to 2.5% of total cost. According to existing policy (clause 11.4)
Exemptions may extend to specified categories of land use or geographic areas or both,
but not to individual developers or properties.
The policy needs to be amended to include Category A5-State funded housing (which
includes SH and CRU) within TODs as an exempt category.
There could then also be a rebate for private sector flats within TODs, provided the rentals
are capped at a level acceptable to the City, say R4 000 per month
3.2.2 Direct cost of link services
In terms of the above policy, developers are responsible for this
Impact along TODs, especially in the established developed areas should be nonexistent or minimal. Nevertheless should a need for this arise, council should assist in
providing such links
3.2.3 Electricity development capital tariff
These levies are charged separately from engineering services DCs under the Electricity
Development Capital Tariff, Chapter 3 of the “Tariff policies 2015/16 (Policy no. 21144C),
approved by special council 29 May 2015, SPC03/05/15”
The capital contribution for electricity is calculated on the “sum of the group-diversified
maximum demands of all the units, irrespective of the size of the bulk supply…” at a
certain rate per kVA, but also linked to capacity in the so-called supply “backbone”
In order therefore, to estimate the cost, the loads need to designed, and quotes
obtained on a case by case basis, not possible within the scope of this assignment.
The estimated cost though, depending on change in use and the backbone capacity,
etc ranges from R2500 to upwards of R15000 per unit for both SH and private sector flats.
3.2.4 Services connection costs:
These are determined by the various CoCT tariff scales and vary according to the size of
connection. Some properties within the corridors, because of their existing rights and use,
may already have adequate connections. Others such as for instance single residential
properties, may only have small bore connections for instance 25mm domestic water
connections whereas larger rental blocks may require upgrading to 50 to 100mm
domestic and fire water connections. Also experience indicates that in older inner city
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areas connections often have to be taken a few erven or blocks further because the
immediately adjacent connection is too small to accommodate the increased demand.
3.2.5 In summary:
For modelling purposes the following estimated services costs, based on the City’s tariffs
and supported by information provided by developers, were allowed:
•
•

Bulk engineering DCs, electricity capital tariffs, link services, etc – R55000/unit
Services connection costs – R40000/unit

3.3 TOP STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION COST AND PROFESSIONAL FEES
Top structure construction costs and professional fees were estimated based on analysis
of recently completed similar projects, and figures provided by developers.
For modelling purposes the following VAT inclusive construction rates (2016) were used:
• For 3-storey walk-ups: R5 600/m2 (R224 000/unit)
• For 8-storey towers: R7 200/m2 (R288 000/unit)
The best way in which the City can contribute to a reduction in construction costs and
fees is by improved efficiencies in planning and building approvals, thereby shortening
development periods, and reducing resulting cost escalations. The impact of this can
only be quantified on a case by case basis.
A further possibility for reducing professional fees is for the City to provide a professional
services unit for designing projects, and this could reduce professional fees by up to 65%
3.4 OTHER DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Other development costs include for instance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal fees (Land availability, lease and other agreements)
Planning fees and advertising costs(re-zoning, building plan scrutiny, etc)
Interim capitalised rates
Capitalised finance costs during construction
Marketing and letting
Contingencies

The City’s contribution in this regard could again include improved efficiency to shorten
development periods, escalations, land holding and finance costs, as well as exemptions
on planning fees and advertising costs
3.5 THE INFLUENCE OF PARKING REQUIREMENTS
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Assuming that affordable rental projects within the TOD corridors will fall within PT2 areas
with reduced parking requirements as per the Cape Town Zoning Scheme Regulations
(CTZS) of 0.75 bays per unit plus 0.25 additional visitor bays per unit (= total of 1.0 bay per
unit), that all parking will be on grade and partly under block (at 25m2 per bay), and that
approximately 20% of the land will be used for landscaped areas, play areas, refuse
yards, etc., the minimum land size for a 100-unit project to comply with the parking
requirement will be around 3000m2.
Without doing any detailed designs, but taking into account the general street and
common boundary setbacks prescribed in the CTZS, and typical multi-storey block
configurations found in blocks of flats, a 3000m2 site could yield up to 40 units or built area
of 1600m2 per floor at an average 40m2 per unit (allowing for 85% design efficiency). This
is equivalent to a coverage of 50%, well within the limits for most zoning categories that
allow for blocks of flats such as General Residential (coverage 60%), General Business
(coverage 100%) and Mixed Use (coverage 75-100%). Reducing the footprint and utilising
permitted heights more fully should therefore, not create problems with coverage.
Based on the existing PT2 area parking requirement of 1.0 bays per unit, potential
utilisation of floor factor for a 100 unit project with total floor area 4 000m2 on a 3 000m2
erf in some of the different subzones within each zoning category, are shown in the table
below:
TABLE 3.5.1: FLOOR FACTOR UTILISATION AT EXISTING PARKING RATIO OF 1.0 BAYS/UNIT

CTZS subzone

Floor
factor

Maximum permitted
floor area m2 per
3200m2 erf

Maximum permitted
height in m and
(storeys)

% of floor factor
utilised at 4000m2

General Residential 4

1.5

4 500m2

24.0 (8)

89%

General Residential 5

2.5

7 500m2

35.0 (11)

53%

General Business 4

3.0

9 000m2

25.0 (8)

44%

General Business 5

4.0

12 000m2

25.0 (8)

33%

The above clearly illustrates the restrictive impact of even the reduced existing PT2 area
parking requirement, by reducing potential floor factor utilisation within existing height
restrictions and setback rules, and therefore, unit yield per erf at the higher levels of
density (floor factor and height).
The table below illustrates indicative parking ratios required for affordable rental in the
corridors to achieve maximum utilisation of floor factor and height for different subzones,
and therefore, maximum unit yield per erf.
TABLE 3.5.2: INDICATIVE PARKING RATIOS FOR MAXIMUM UTILISATION OF FLOOR FACTOR
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Parking ratios required for maximum utilisation of floor factor and height
With on grade and Ground Floor underblock
parking

All floors residential, no Ground Floor underblock
parking, only on grade parking

Zoning

Parking
ratio
required

Total
potential
units

Number of
storeys

Zoning

Parking
ratio
required

Total
potential
units

Number of
storeys

GR4

1.0

100

GF parking +

GR4

0.9

112

4x
residential

GR5

0.5

200

6x
residential

GB4

0.44

225

8x
residential

GB5

0.33

300

8x
residential

3x residential
GR5

0.53

188

GF parking +
5x residential

GB4

0.45

200

GF parking +
7x residential

GB5

0.35

280

GF parking +
7x residential

Should the parking requirement of 1.0 bays per unit be retained, ever larger properties
will be required to provide enough land area for parking to be on grade (to avoid
expensive constructed parking floors or basements) and this effect is illustrated in the
table below:
TABLE 3.5.3: ERF SIZES REQUIRED FOR PARKING RATIO OF 1.0 AT MAXIMUM FLOOR FACTOR

Zoning

Potential units

Erf size required to meet parking ratio of 1.0

GR4

100

3000m2

GR5

188

5640m2

GB4

225

6750m2

GB5

300

9000m2

The problem with larger erf sizes along the mainly built up corridors is that sub-division over
the years have created a variety of property sizes ranging from around 500m2 or even
less up to around 3600m2, with an apparent preponderance among vacant or
underutilised sites of around 500 – 2000m2, meaning that it may be difficult to obtain larger
contiguous sites, and even if this were possible, it would probably in most cases require
complex multi-owner negotiations, consolidations and re-zonings.
In order to make best use of available properties to achieve reasonably sized
developments that are viable to develop and operate, parking requirements for
affordable developments (social housing and possibly private with capped rentals)
along the corridors should be further reduced to a ratio of say 0.35 (equivalent to the
average parking uptake among some existing social housing developments)
4. ESTIMATED IMPACTS OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON BASELINE RENTALS
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TABLE 4.1: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON RENTALS – 3-STOREY WALK UP BY PRIVATE
FOR PROFIT DEVELOPER
Measure

By whom

Capital reduction
per unit

Reduced
monthly rental

Reduced
by

vs
Baseline

Restructuring Capital
Grant (RCG)

NDHS/SHRA

N/a

N/a

N/a

R4733

Institutional
top up (IS)

Province/CoCT

N/a

N/a

N/a

R4733

RCG + IS

SHRA
+
Province/CoCT

N/a

N/a

N/a

R4733

USDG 100% land and
services

CoCT (NDHS)

R145000

R3313

30%

R4733

Municipal
contribution
land
(90% of market value)

CoCT

R45000

R4324

9%

R4733

Development
charges (bulk
electricity)

CoCT

R55000

R4216

11%

R4733

Services connections

CoCT

R40000

R4378

8%

R4733

Planning fees

CoCT

R1500

R4719

0.3%

R4733

subsidy

and

TABLE 4.2: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON RENTALS – 3-STOREY WALK UP BY SHI
Measure

By whom

Capital reduction
per unit

Reduced
monthly rental

Reduced
by

vs
Baseline

Restructuring Capital
Grant (RCG)

NDHS/SHRA

R125615

R3457

27%

R4733

Institutional
top up (IS)

Province/CoCT

R120000

R3620

24%

R4733

RCG + IS

SHRA
+
Province/CoCT

R245615

R2286

51%

R4733

USDG 100% land and
services

CoCT (NDHS)

R145000

R3313

30%

R4733

Municipal
contribution
land
(90% of market value)

CoCT

R45000

R4324

9%

R4733

Development
charges (bulk
electricity)

CoCT

R55000

R4216

11%

R4733

Services connections

CoCT

R40000

R4378

8%

R4733

Planning fees

CoCT

R1500

R4719

0.3%

R4733

subsidy

and

TABLE 4.3: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON RENTALS – 8-STOREY TOWER BLOCK BY
PRIVATE FOR PROFIT DEVELOPER
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Measure

By whom

Capital reduction
per unit

Reduced
monthly rental

Reduced
by

vs
Baseline

Restructuring Capital
Grant (RCG)

NDHS/SHRA

N/a

N/a

N/a

R5648

Institutional
top up (IS)

Province/CoCT

N/a

N/a

N/a

R5648

RCG + IS

SHRA
+
Province/CoCT

N/a

N/a

N/a

R5648

USDG 100% land and
services

CoCT (NDHS)

R145000

R4236

25%

R5648

Municipal
contribution
land
(90% of market value)

CoCT

R45000

R5196

8%

R5648

Development
charges (bulk
electricity)

CoCT

R55000

R5140

9%

R5648

Services connections

CoCT

R40000

R5252

7%

R5648

Planning fees

CoCT

R1500

R5631

0.25%

R5648

subsidy

and

TABLE 4.4: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON RENTALS – 8-STOREY TOWER BLOCK BY
SHI

Measure

By whom

Capital reduction
per unit

Reduced
monthly rental

Reduced
by

vs
Baseline

Restructuring Capital
Grant (RCG)

NDHS/SHRA

R125615

R4348

23%

R5648

Institutional
top up (IS)

Province/CoCT

R120000

R4462

21%

R5648

RCG + IS

SHRA
+
Province/CoCT

R245615

R3162

44%

R5648

USDG 100% land and
services

CoCT (NDHS)

R145000

R4236

25%

R5648

Municipal
contribution
land
(90% of market value)

CoCT

R45000

R5196

8%

R5648

Development
charges (bulk
electricity)

CoCT

R55000

R5140

9%

R5648

Services connections

CoCT

R40000

R5252

7%

R5648

Planning fees

CoCT

R1500

R5631

0.25%

R5648

subsidy

and

TABLE 4.5: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF TOTAL PACKAGE OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON RENTALS – 3-STOREY
WALK UP BY SHI
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By whom

Capital reduction
per unit

Reduced
monthly rental

Reduced
by

vs
Baseline

RCG + IS

SHRA
+
Province/CoCT

R245615

R2286

51%

R4733

Municipal
contribution
land
(90% of market value)

CoCT

R45000

R4324

9%

R4733

Development
charges (bulk
electricity)

CoCT

R55000

R4216

11%

R4733

Services connections

CoCT

R40000

R4378

8%

R4733

Planning fees

CoCT

R1500

R4719

0.3%

R4733

TOTALS

R387115

R994

79%

R4733

Balance of capital
cost to be funded by
equity and loans

R49811

Measure

and

TABLE 4.6: SUMMARY OF IMPACTS OF TOTAL PACKAGE OF CAPITAL COST REDUCTIONS ON RENTALS – 8-STOREY
TOWER BLOCK BY SHI

By whom

Capital reduction
per unit

Reduced
monthly rental

Reduced
by

vs
Baseline

RCG + IS

SHRA
+
Province/CoCT

R245615

R3162

44%

R5648

Municipal
contribution
land
(90% of market value)

CoCT

R45000

R5196

8%

R5648

Development
charges (bulk
electricity)

CoCT

R55000

R5140

9%

R5648

Services connections

CoCT

R40000

R5252

7%

R5648

Planning fees

CoCT

R1500

R5631

0.25%

R5648

TOTALS

R387115

R1807

68%

R5648

Balance of capital
cost to be funded by
equity and loans

R134202

Measure

5

and

VAT AND AFFORDABLE RENTALS

There are two key VAT-related issues for developers of affordable rental stock, the first
driven by classification of residential rentals as VAT exempt supplies, and the second by
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the proposed standard rating of government grants for housing. Both have the effect of
driving up the capital cost of rental stock, with a knock-on effect in rental price-setting.
Residential rentals as VAT exempt supplies
Residential rentals are classified as VAT exempt supplies, implying that landlords (SHIs or
private) are unable to claim the input VAT included in their acquisition of rental unit stock
back from SARS. There are two important consequences:
1) The cost of stock is increased by up to 14%1, correspondingly driving up rentals and
so excluding less affluent households from the rentals market;
The VAT portion of a new development is increasingly required by lenders to be
financed through developer’s own equity. This additional equity requirement may
be an obstacle to development where developers have relatively low equity
reserves themselves and are unable to substitute capital grants for equity.
This lender position is influenced by the operation of Section 18B of the Value
Added Tax Act (No 89 of 1991), which applies until the end of 2017. Effectively, the
allowance exempts developers of residential sales stock from VAT liability for a
period of up to 36 months based on their intent to temporarily let the stock out,
allowing for cash flow benefit during difficult market conditions.
However, if a permanent change in use to rental is declared at the end of this
period, an output VAT adjustment is made at current market values, creating a
VAT liability and requiring the developer to pay over VAT monies to SARS.
Proposed standard rating of government grants for VAT purposes
Payments made to vendors in respect of goods and services supplied to a public
authority or municipality under a National Housing Programme are currently zero rated
from a VAT perspective under Section 11(2)(s) of the VAT Act. Included housing capital
grants and subsidies would be those operating under a Housing Subsidy Scheme (S3(5)(a)
of the Housing Act 107 of 1997).
Due to administrative difficulties, inter alia relating to the ambiguity of what constitutes a
Housing Subsidy Scheme (it was not defined in the Housing Act), there is a proposal
contained in the draft Taxation Law Amendment Bill of 2015 to abolish the zero rating as
from 1 April 2017. This means that affordable rental developers (SHIs or private) will
become liable for paying VAT at the standard rate of 14% on any housing-related public
subsidies and grants, reducing the effective benefit and so driving up the cost of rental
supply.

1

Some inputs may not be subject to VAT, for example land in certain cases.
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For further detail, see for example:
http://www.sataxguide.co.za/vat-confusion-regarding-interpretation/

6

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP VS LEASEHOLD

Landlords may either own the property on which rental units is located or lease it. In SA,
the overwhelmingly dominant form of property rights in affordable and social housing has
been ownership.
Ownership is particularly suitable when the landlord expects property values to rise over
time and is willing to risk capital for an attractive future return, for instance when
purchasing property very cheaply (due to poor building condition, building hijack, or
location in an undesirable neighbourhood on the cusp of gentrification).
In the case of subsidised rentals such as social housing, the case for ownership is less
obvious. The Rules on the Transfer or Disposal of Social Housing funded with Public Funds
published under the Social Housing Act 16 of 2008 states that the permission of the
Regulator (SHRA) is required for any transfer or disposal of social housing stock, envisioning
that transfers take place between SHIs. There are however few fully functioning,
sufficiently capacitated SHIs which could serve as potential buyers. Amongst these, the
equity requirement associated with purchase would likely be a barrier. Market buyers
interested in operating social housing may be deterred by low NOI and yield resulting
from the regulated below-market rental income flow. Consequently, the capital
accumulation rationale for purchasing publicly funded rentals is weak.
Repurposing social housing stock, for example for gap market rentals, is only allowed in
two instances under the Act: 1) where sufficient alternative social housing stock exists in
proximity to “meet the needs of the community” and/or 2) the stock is no longer
economically viable. The first condition will be challenging to meet given the small size
of the sector relative to demand. The second may be a compelling reason for future
sales.
This restriction on transfer and disposal effectively limits the value of publicly funded stock
as collateral to the most competitively priced market lenders such as banks, reducing
their appetite for participation. Instead, debt must often by sought from DFIs – such as
the NHFC – or non-bank lenders with higher costs of capital and thus lending rates. In the
event that DFIs are the de facto lenders, one may ask whether the effective interest rate
subsidy2 is the best use of public funds.
Long term leases offer an interesting alternative in the case of rentals. In this instance, the
municipality may retain ownership of the land, offering the landlord as lessor the right to

2 This assumes that the DFI matches bank interest rates while taking on higher risk: the potential loss given
default is higher where the security is encumbered than in a normal market scenario.
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develop land or existing buildings for purposes of operating publicly funded rental stock
on it. The Sohco Steenvillas development is a successful example of this approach.
Potential benefits are as follows:
1) The municipality has stronger (theoretical) enforcement capability as it retains the
right to the land throughout the life of the project. Should performance of a
landlord be unsatisfactory, it would have a variety of recourse alternatives;
2) If the landlord is registered for income tax (including all for-profit landlords and
some SHIs), a substantial tax deduction is available. If the lease is for 30 years, 3.33%
of the cost of the property can be offset against taxable income p.a. under
depreciation allowances.
Potential disadvantages include the following:
1) Less incentive for the landlord to maintain or upgrade the buildings given that
there is no ability to benefit from an increased resale value in future (although
again, one might argue that the current incentive to do so is very limited for
reasons discussed above);
2) Ongoing disputes between the municipality and landlord, prejudicing the ultimate
objective to deliver quality accommodation to those in need
3) Less ability for SHIs to accumulate equity over the long term to reinvest in other
projects. Given, however, that few SHIs are able to invest sufficiently in planned
and preventative maintenance to keep buildings in good condition over longer
periods of time, it is debatable that sale of social housing buildings after say 15-20
years would realise significant proceeds.
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E. INCENTIVES, EFFICIENCIES AND FACILITATING PROJECTS
1

BACKGROUND

From the preceding analysis it is clear that that the City has great challenges if they are
to ensure greater residential densification and economic integration on the TOD Nodal
and corridor areas. If affordable rental housing is to be an important component it will
not happen within normal market conditions but will require direct government
intervention in the market area.
DEFINITION BOX
Incentives: These are the package of positive interventions by the City that can
encourage the development of viable affordable and sustainable rental housing
in the key targeted areas within the city’s TOD Corridors. This can include
planning, land and building availability, municipal charges and financial
incentives.
Efficiencies: This applies to improving the speed of systems and processes
particularly in government that create greater investment certainty but also by
speeding up delivery times reduces costs for developers and landlords.
Facilitating Projects: These are specific projects in the TOD corridors that can
help create a more positive environment for development investments and
reduce the overall risk.

While the city is responsible for the structuring of a package of incentives and ensuring
that
it is incorporated
in their policies and delivery mechanisms it is possible to use
Facilitating
Projects:
incentives from all three spheres of government. It is also necessary to recognise that the
greatest success in achieving the social development objectives is in the packaging of
incentives in the right combinations.

2

PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING APPLICATION OF ‘INCENTIVES’

Where incentives are applied they are a form of grant intervention to reduce the actual
cost of the capital or operational provisions. The government interventions are applied
to achieve specific social developmental objectives and not to increase profit. In order
to ensure that incentives are properly targeted with the right intent it is important to
ensure that the following principles are upheld:
•
•
•

That the targeted output from application of the incentive is clear and in line with
the social development objective
As far as possible the potential value of the incentive is clearly defined
That the delivery of the output per incentive is properly monitored
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•

3

That a system is in place to permit the withdrawal of incentive if it is not achieving
the social development objective

INCENTIVES, EFFICIENCIES AND FACILITATING PROJECTS SUMMARISED

The Tables below highlight the key elements of each of this. This is followed by a summary
sheet that highlights more details of each of these elements.
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CoCT TOD CORRIDORS – FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
INCENTIVE/
EFFICIENCY

HOUSING
PROGRAMME

DESCRIPTION

IMPACT

CALCULATED
QUANTUM OF
IMPACT

ISSUES

National Tax Concession
applicable to the newly
developed, refurbished or
renovated properties within
declared UDZ zones
targeted specifically at the
urban regeneration zones
in the major cities.
Applicable until 2020 and
City of CT has 4 UDZ’s.

It is applied as a tax write
off through accelerated
depreciation over
periods 5 to 9 years
depending on the nature
of the redevelopment. It
accrues to the agency
that takes on ownership
and rental management
of the finished product.

On a case by case
basis

•

National Capital Grant for
SHRA approved Social
Housing projects in
designated Restructuring
Zones (RZs). Usually
allocated with the
Institutional Subsidy and to
SHRA accredited Social
Housing Institutions (SHIs).

A capital subsidy
presently totalling R125
615 linked to allocation
of units minimum 30% in
‘primary market’
household income R1
500 to R3 500. Rental
range R750 – R1 200

Reduces capital
cost by full value of
grant, and in
combination with
Institutional Subsidy
(IS) top up can
reduce rentals by
up to 50%

APPLICABILITY
N1

N2

UDZ

Restructuring
Capital Grant
(RCG)

Social Housing
Act 2008
SH Regulations

Pvt Gap
Rental

Social Housing
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70% in ‘secondary
market’ household
incomes R3 501 – R7 500
rental range R1 250 – R 2
250

•
•
•

•

•

•

Does not apply to SHIs that
as NP Co. do not pay tax.
Does not assist developers
only as accrual is to owner
who rents the development
Runs only until 2020.
Alignment of the UDZs with
the TOD Corridors.

Presently the RCG quantum
and income bands limitation
makes financial model
unworkable without
significant additional subsidy
from another source.
Ensuring alignment of the
RCG and The Institutional
Subsidy allocation (see
below).
Alignment of RZs and the
designated TOD Corridors is
required.
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P1

Institutional
Subsidy
(IS)

•
•

Social
Housing
Transitional
Housing

National
Housing Code

This is a Provincial/City
allocation from the Human
Settlements Budget. For SH
it is allocated in
conjunction with the RCG
for approved SH projects.

Totaling R110 947
(standard) with some
variations possible.

A capital subsidy provided
for the full capital costs of
developments on
municipal land/buildings for
rental to household income
bands R800 – R3 500.
Municipality must retain
ownership. Can apply to
hostel upgrade/
redevelopment,
greenfield, infills or building
refurbishments. To date not
used for transitional housing
but existing policy would
not preclude this if the
finished property remained

Full capital cost within
limits of costing model
dependent upon the
nature of development.
Possible to achieve R440
000 for a new
development.

Social Housing
Act 2008
SH Regulations

N3

Community
Residential
Unit (CRU)
Grant

National CRU
Policy

Municipal CRU
Housing
Transitional
Housing
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Applied with RCG for SH
(see above).
Possible to use for
Transitional Housing as
subsidy for shared rooms
and rooms with shared
communal kitchens and
bathrooms when applied
as R90 000 - R110 000 per
room.

Reduces capital
cost by full value of
grant, and in
combination with
Institutional Subsidy
(IS) top up can
reduce rentals by
up to 50%

•

Reduces capital
cost by full value of
grant, and can
reduce rentals by
up to 75%

•

•

•

Presently the RCG and IS in
combination not sufficient to
make existing SH income
band parameters viable
(see above).
Presently no defied CofCT or
WCDHS policies in place for
use of IS for transitional
Housing

CRU policy presently under
review by the NDHS. This
might involve incorporation
of the greenfield and infill
and inner city refurbishment
into SH programme.
Rentals set to low for
Economic Cost Recovery
and linked to low collection
levels – high levels of
untargeted operational
subsidy from municipality.
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under ownership of
government.
N4

Urban
Settlements
Development
Grant (USDG)

•
•
•
•

C1

Municipal
Land Release

Social
Housing
Transitional
Housing
Municipal
Housing
Pvt Gap?

Social Housing
Pvt Gap ?

This is a national grant that
‘seeks to support the
development of sustainable
human settlements and
quality of life for households
through accelerating the
provision of serviced land
with secure tenure for lowincome households in the
large urban areas by
supplementing municipal
resources’. Places specific
emphasis on the
importance of city
integration and
densification.

It is possible to motivate
for its use and acquire
financing for purchase of
land (not buildings) as
well as provision of bulk
or bulk upgrades for
rental accommodation
that will benefit low and
moderate income
households.

The release of municipal
land resources for the
specific development of
affordable rental housing
on TOD Corridors at less
than market value to make
these developments viable
and sustainable. Presently
this applies to City’s Social
Housing partners who
receive land allocated by
the City for 10% of the

Reduces capital cost
and resulting borrowings
and therefore, rentals.
Combined with RCG, IS,
and waiver of
development charges
and services connection
fees it could render SH
projects viable even
under current RCG and
Income band constraints
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If used for land
purchase could
reduce capital
costs by R30000 to
R135000 and
rentals by 6% to
24% per unit in
corridors.
If used for both
land and bulk
services could
reduce cap costs
by R125000 to
R220000 and
rentals by 20% to
33% per unit
Can reduce
capital cost by
R25000 to R120000
per unit and rentals
by 6% to 9%

•

•

•

•
•

•

How targeted use on TOD
Corridors is laid against the
City’s other priorities e.g.
informal settlement
upgrade.
How to apply to the Pvt Gap
Rental suppliers and control
the longer term use of the
subsidy to keep rentals
affordable to lower income
households and not lost into
increased profits.
The likely duration of the
programme and its likely
end date.

Availability of suitably
located municipal or other
state land
Transfer/release
arrangements and
negotiations with other govt
departments and
parastatals
How to apply to the Pvt Gap
Rental suppliers and control
the longer term use of the
subsidy to keep rentals
affordable to lower income
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calculated value of land or
on long term lease at
nominal amount.
C2

C3

Municipal
Land Pipeline
and Land
Packaging

Transitional
Housing
Social Housing
Pvt. Gap ?

Development
charges (DCs)
for bulk
engineering
infrastructure:

Social housing

-Roads

Pvt gap ?

-Transport
-Stormwater
-Sewage

CRU
Transitional
housing

Linked to the above (C1)
this requires that the
municipality has a pipeline
of land and buildings for
allocation. Where possible
and necessary that it
carries out some of the
preparatory feasibilities,
planning applications and
infrastructure preparation
prior to release.

“Development charges
policy for engineering
services for the City of
Cape Town (Policy no.
20037), approved by
council 29 May 2014, C
41/05/14)”
DCs due by developer to
council in all cases of
intensified utilization of land

-Water
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households and not lost into
increased profits.
Would reduce cost of
development to the
developer if some of
these costs are absorbed
within City budgets.

On a case by case
basis

Which department should
undertake coordinating/management
responsibility

Also reduces long term
costs by creating greater
certainty and therefore
assisting developers to
plan for a constant
development stream
and reduce risk.

Impact is determined by
a number of variables,
e.g:
Based on an erf size of
2000m2:
1.

Changing use from
GB1 (floor factor
1.5=3000m2 GLA) to
equivalent floor area
consisting of 75 units
of 40m2 each (no
rezoning) – DC for

Co-ordination of this pipeline
across different departments
that would have to have
involvement.

Availability of internal budgets
to support maximizing the
packaging pre release
Contractual arrangements and
monitoring of release to Pvt
gap.
In most cases DCs
for SH are already
at a concessionary
rate when
compared to e.g.
private sector flats
(around 60% of the
rate for flats), but
still amount to
around R5000 to
R11000/unit or 1.0
to 2.5% of total

Change in tariff policies required
The policy needs to be
amended to include Category
A5-State funded housing (which
includes SH and CRU) within
TODs as an exempt category, or
at least charged at a much
reduced rate, say 10% of the
normal rate.
There should then also be an
exemption/rebate for private
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-Solid waste
-Land and
servitudes

resulting in increased
loading on infrastructure:
a.

Rezoning:
i.
To subdivisional
area, urban infill
ii. Land use
iii. One subzone to
another to
increase permitted
floor space
b. Subdivision with
increase in dwelling
units 0r floor space or
GLA
c. Permanent departures
to increase floor space,
GLA, coverage, etc
d. Consent use with
increased utilization of
infrastructure
e. Amending conditions
of previous approvals
that limited land use,
floor space, GLA, etc
DCs are calculated on a
city calculator according
to embedded formulas
based on a 20-year land
use model to reflect actual
costs to council of
providing increased
infrastructure capacity. The
quantum varies in relation
to the nature of the
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2.

3.

4.

flats is R4094/unit or
R102/m2, and for SH
is R5033/unit or
R126/m2 (122% of
rate for flats)
Rezoning from GB1
(floor factor
1.5=3000m2 GLA) to
GB4 (floor factor 3 =
6000m2 GLA) for
equivalent 150 units
of 40m2 each – DC
for flats is R9655/unit
or R241/m2, and for
SH is R6896/unit or
R172/m2 (59% of rate
for private flats)
Rezoning from SR
>1000m2 to GR4
(floor factor
1.5=3000m2) to
equivalent 75x40m2
units, DC for flats is
R18839/unit or
R471/m2, and for SH
is R10633/unit, or
R266/m2 (56% of rate
for private flats)
Rezoning from SR
>1000m2 to GR5
(floor factor
2.5=5000m2) to
equivalent 125x40m2
units, DC for flats is
R19323/unit or
R483/m2, and for SH

cost. According to
existing policy
(clause 11.4)
Exemptions may
extend to specified
categories of land
use or geographic
areas or both, but
not to individual
developers or
properties.
Existing exemptions
(cl 8.2 (f)) apply to
early childhood
development
centres, child care,
house shops,
second dwellings
<60m2, etc.

sector flats within TODs,
provided the rentals are
capped at a level determined
by the city
Exemptions/rebates must be
approved by council resolution,
and the costs/lost revenue for 3
years must be shown and
sourced from alternative funding
(Could this be from USDG or
other City capital asset funding
budgets?)
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change in land use and
infrastructure utilization
occasioned by a change
from exiting “rights” to new
ones applied for
With regard to affordable
rental there are two
categories of new “rights”
that could apply:
-A5: State funded housing
which includes social
housing by an approved SH
partner and CRU

5.

is R11116/unit, or
R278/m2 (58% of rate
for private flats)
For changing/
rezoning from
offices, warehouses
to flats the DC
ranges from around
R6000 to R12000/unit
for flats and R6000R7000/unit for SH
(45% to 95% of the
rate for flats)

-A11: Flats <100m2 (private
sector)
C4

Direct cost of
link services

Social housing
CRU
Transitional
housing

In terms of the above policy,
developers are responsible
for providing this at their
own cost where required

Pvt gap?
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Impact
along
TODs,
especially
in
the
established developed
areas should be nonexistent
or
minimal.
Nevertheless should a
need for this arise, council
should assist in providing
such links without cost to
the
developer
of
affordable rental within
TODs

DC policy to be
amended to allow
for provision of links
for
affordable
rental
projects
within
TODs
by
council without cost
to developer

Budget availability
City
service
capacity

department

Procurement delays
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C5

Electricity
development
capital tariff

Social housing
CRU
Transitional
housing
Pvt gap?

C6

C7

Planning fees
(rezoning,
departures,
etc),
advertising
costs,
and
building plan
scrutiny fees

Social housing

Service
connection
fees:

Social housing

-Water
(domestic)
-Water (fire)

CRU

These levies are charged
separately from engineering
services DCs under the
Electricity
Development
Capital Tariff, Chapter 3 of
the “Tariff policies 2015/16
(Policy
no.
21144C),
approved
by
special
council 29 May 2015,
SPC03/05/15”

The DC for electricity is
calculated on the “sum
of the group-diversified
maximum demands of all
the units, irrespective of
the size of the bulk
supply…” at a certain
rate per kVA.

Levied in terms of City Tariff
policies

Levied in terms of City Tariff
policies

Transitional
housing

The estimated cost
and
therefore
quantum of the
incentive if this is
waived, depending
on change in use,
etc ranges from
R2500 to upwards of
R15000 per unit for
both SH and private
sector flats

Change in tariff policies required

Waiver
can
reduce
capital costs, pressure on
cash flow, and rentals

Between R1500 and
R15000 per unit

Change in tariff policies required

Waiver
can
reduce
capital costs, pressure on
cash flow, and rentals

Between R5000 and
R40000 per unit

Change in tariff policies required

In order therefore, to
estimate the cost, the
loads need to designed
on a case by case basis,
not possible within the
scope of this assignment.

Pvt gap?

CRU
Transitional
housing
Pvt gap?
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-Sewer
-Stormwater
-Electricity
C8

Rates rebates

Transitional
Housing
Social Housing
Municipal CRU

C9

Appropriate
Application of
Universal
Indigency

Transitional
Housing
Social Housing
Pvt Gap

Involves a rates exemption
or rebate for those
providing affordable rental
housing through
programmes that permit
the proper monitoring and
control of the application
of the exemption rebate to
targeted group. Presently
in City exemption applies to
the SHIs with NP Satatus
and to all municipal and
transitional housing under
municipal ownership.

Reduces the rentals
charged as usually
landlord would recoup
the cost of rates within
the rental charged.

Estimated at
between R100 and
R150 per month.

This to ensure that universal
indigency on rates and
utilities is applied per unit
within a building rather than
only to a single building.

Ensures that all the
tenants in rental stock
gets the same
‘indigency’ benefits as
household occupying
sectional title unit and in
doing so ensures that
rentals are kept lower by
reducing the overall
‘rates’ and ‘utility’
charges that landlord

On case by case
basis
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would otherwise pass to
tenant in the rentals.
C10

C11

Appropriate
allocation of
tariff groups for
formal blocks
with
Affordable
Rentals

Access TO
CoCT Rental
Indigency
Grant

Social housing
Pvt gap

To ensure that utility charges
in blocks for ‘affordable
rentals’ are charged at
‘base residential’ tariff. This
for:
• Electricity
• Water
• Sewerage
• Waste Disposal
That where commercial is
small component of overall
development
that
the
commercial rates do not
apply
to
residential
component.

Transitional
Housing
Municipal
Housing/CRU
Social Housing

The City has a rental
indigency policy applying
to tenants of existing stock.
This policy permits tenants
on household incomes less
than R3 200 to apply for an
operational subsidy on their
rentals charges.

This will ensure that the
tenants do not have to
carry
higher
‘commercial’ tariffs in
their rentals or utility bills
thus making for more
affordable rentals and
reducing the impact of
‘utility’ costs on overall
tenant affordability.

Such an approach does
not exclude the cost
escalations applied in the
scaling of usage.
Application of this to
qualifying households in
transitional housing as
well as limited no. of
tenants in Social Housing
who experienced
emergencies e.g.
sudden unexpected
unemployment, illness
Would make it possible to
cover the operational
costs of viable and
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On case by case
basis

Operational
subsidy that would
cover between 30
– 90% of the
operational and
management costs
in transitional
housing.

•

•

To create the financial
mechanisms where the
subsidy can become an
actual payment stream to
an external agency
responsible for the
management of stock
rather than merely a transfer
within the Council.
Mechanism to control that
the SHIs only applies on
temporary basis for
households with unforeseen
crises and not poor risk
management by SHI
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sustainable agency
management of
Transitional Housing.
Provide an emergency
back-up for SHI ops
budget while dealing
with tenants with
unforeseen crisis.
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CoCT TOD CORRIDORS - EFFICIENCIES

INCENTIVE/
EFFICIENCY

HOUSING
PROGRAMME

DESCRIPTION

IMPACT

APPLICABILITY
C12

Density
Incentives

Social Housing
Pvt GAP

Provision of higher density
exemptions to encourage
developers through
increasing densities.

CALCULATED
QUANTUM OF
IMPACT

Realises greater developer
investment returns on their
land and therefore financial
viability for ‘affordable’
rental. For the City
achieves the intended
increased densities on the
corridors.

•

•

Increased floor factors
(resulting in more permissible
dwelling units per ha)
reduces fixed cost of land
per unit, and increases
viability of projects by
allowing bigger projects
with more units on a
property and the resulting
economies of scale in
management costs
C13

Parking
Ratios

Social Housing
Gap Housing

Determined by CTZS.
Reduced ratios in PT1 and
PT2 areas. Parking ratio for
flats in PT2 areas still at 1.0
which limits maximum use of
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Increases the bulk available
for residential development
and therefore increase the
return of investment and the
household densification

ISSUES

•

On case by
case basis

The challenge of the
increased cost a disincentive
for buildings of certain height
e.g. 5 - 10 storeys often
involve developmental and
operational higher costs that
don’t make possible to
achieve increased returns.
Should only apply to
‘affordable rental’ or to all
developments?
Sometimes increased density
could result in developer
decision to rather go for
higher market development.

Ensuring that any policy changes
forwarding this are understood
and applied at different
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floor factor and height to
increase unit yield per erf

rather than vehicle
densification of the area.

Reducing the existing
standard ratios of 1.5 – 2
bays (1.0 in PT2 areas) for
residential to 0-0.5 for
affordable residential on
corridors on basis of easy
public transport access and
income of likely tenants.

Reducing ratios in PT2 areas
along corridors to say 0.35
frees up more land for
building footprint, and allows
better utilisation of floor
factor and height, yielding
more units per erf and
reducing the fixed cost of
land per unit

departments and offices of the
municipality.

Also increases viability of
projects by allowing bigger
projects with more units on a
property and the resulting
economies of scale in
management costs
C14

Quicker
processing
of planning
and
building
approvals.

Transitional
Social Housing
Gap Housing

To streamline and speed up
the management of
planning and building
applications while adhering
to statutory responsibilities.
Reliable and efficient
tracking system to ensure
speedy circulation and sign
offs by relevant
departments and officials

Presently unnecessary
bureaucratic delays and
poor communication
sometimes cause costly
delays for development and
increase risk. Organisational
streamlining and better
communication will increase
developer confidence and
reduce land carrying costs.

On a case by
case basis

Means shorter development
periods, and results in
reduced land holding costs
NASHO – CoCT TOD CORRIDORS AND AFFORADBLE RENTAL HOUSING
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and building cost
escalations during
construction. Also means
faster progression to where
income streams can be
realised
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CoCT TOD CORRIDORS – FACILITATING PROJECTS
PROJECT

HOUSING
PROGRAMME

DESCRIPTION

IMPACT

ISSUES

APPLICABILITY
Social Housing
Programme

Social Housing

A formalized policy and programme
framework for the City of Cape Town to have
long term partnerships with SHIs with the
capacity to facilitate the development and
management of SH stock in the City to
achieve the City’s Developmental Objectives.
This to include:
•
•
•
•
•

Transitional
Housing

All

Structuring and Allocating Partnerships
Identifying packaging and appropriate
Release of land
Packaged incentives to assist the
achievement of the social development
objectives e.g. rates exemptions
Monitoring of performance
Linking to the spatial objectives and other
relevant programmes of the City.

A viable and sustainable development
framework that includes the following
elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Land
Built Form
Capital and ops financing and support
Management approach
Linkage to more permanent housing
options in City programmes
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To have sustainable
quality partnerships
over longer period to
ensure that the
government
investments in social
housing achieve the
best social and city
development impacts
over the life of the
developed assets.

City already has a number of the
elements in place including SMART
Partnerships with SHIs, A pipeline of
land for release, other incentives
including rates rebates, municipal
charge reductions. These are not
presently integrated into a single
coherent policy nor into the
partnership contract arrangement
and recognition as applicable in
other relevant City departments.

By providing a
constitutionally and just
way of dealing with
alternative housing for
people in these
circumstances can
more quickly release
land and buildings for
formal development for
affordable housing but

•

•

Is a critical component if City is
to avoid blockages long and
costly development delays in
some areas as experienced in
inner City of Johannesburg.
Requires development of
Transitional Housing policy that
also links to the capital financing
through the CRU or Institutional
Subsidy and land allocation from
City.
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Transfer of
Municipal
Stock to SHI –
Pilot Project

Social Housing

‘Bad to Better
Buildings’

Pvt Gap

Municipal
Housing

Social Housing

that provides a constitutionally compliant
approach to housing people informally
occupying land or buildings required for
development on the TOD corridors. Also for
homeless people with historical presence in
these areas. Link this to a precinct based
approach to implementing urban
regeneration on Corridors.

also help stabilize areas
for encouraging further
formal investment.

Test the best approach to the sustainable
transfer of City stock to SHI on the TOD Corridor
to improve the quality of management and
the more effective use of the assets

Improve quality of
existing affordable
rental stock available.
Create additional infill
opportunities for
affordable rental
housing. Assist with
greater integration of
different income
groups into local areas.
Increase the return on
the assist and with it its
sustainability.

•

Ensuring that existing residential buildings on
the corridors that do not meet basic municipal
standards or are failing to pay rates and
relevant utility charges are obliged to comply.
Where they do not that the City undertakes
enforcement procedures including taking
legal ownership of such buildings for allocation
to partners who will develop and manage the
buildings efficiently and effectively.

Increase the supply of
available good quality
affordable rental
opportunities within the
corridors whether under
the ownership and
control of existing
landlords or the

•
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•

•

•

•

Needs strong linkage to a
“Precinct Based’ approach to
strategic implementation of
development of spatial areas.
Presently a pilot is being
developed in Salt river
Woodstock area which could
help structure the framework.
Implement a pilot project to test
the necessary conditions for
successful transfer and to help
develop municipal policy for this.
Recognition that not achievable
if City wants to merely rid itself of
stock and is not prepared to
continues to subsidise on a
reducing basis over a 7 – 10 year
period.

Requires a much better
understanding of the extent of
this problem in the TOD Corridors
in Cape Town.
Developing a systematic
programme that proactively
pursues enforcement and is able
to take necessary action to
acquire buildings where existing
owner defaults. (Experiences of
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introduction of other
landlords.

•

Generally help to
improve the quality of
housing for low and
moderate income
households and in
doing so the precinct
and neighbourhood
areas.

Precinct Based
Implementation

All

An agreed approach within the City to coordinate and manage urban regeneration
initiatives within the Corridors through a
strategic spatially focussed precinct approach
that uses the organization of the following
elements to help achieve the City’s social and
urban development objectives:
•

•
•
•
•
•

knowledge systems applying to the
precinct
use of municipal land and planning
instruments
various grant funding instruments
use of appropriate City programmes
the phasing of different inputs
the local social assets of the area
co-ordination across municipal
departments.
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Makes sure that the use
of govt investments
maximize the chance
of achieving the social
and urban
development
objectives.

•

•

Helps create conditions
for building up investor
confidence.
Ensures some
protection from
displacement for lower
income groups if
‘gentrification’ occurs.

•

the Cof J ‘Bad’ and ‘Better’
buildings programmes.
Importance of linking this action
in some instances with
developed Transitional and other
housing opportunities for
households affected by
landlord’s ‘default’

While much detailed planning
has a strongly focused spatial
basis the implementation of
programmes is often less
strategically focused at the right
scale to achieve the best
interventions.
Presently there is no guiding
approach or methodology for
this on TOD Corridors.
Possible to learn from work on
the treasury neighbourhood
Programme and SPUD initiative in
salt river and Woodstock.
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CID – Ekhaya
Area
Management
Programmes

Employer
Housing
Subsidy

All

Pvt Gap
Social Housing

This involves not only concentration on the
capital investment but in the approaches for
improving the quality of management of
precincts through the City’s direct services as
well as additional initiative like the CIDs or the
bottoms up CID as developed through the
eKhaya project in Hillbrow. Such initiatives are
intended to improve the quality of
management and with it the quality of life off
people using the area. Usually these initiatives
involve involving local stakeholders in dealing
with ‘crime’ and ‘grime’ and in the case of
eKhaya with broader community and
neighbourhood developments.

Create the conditions
in local areas that
significantly improves
the safety and
enjoyment of users to
be in precincts through
improved precinct
management. Through
this to increase the
interest from investors in
these areas as well as
increasing the value of
assets.

The development of reliable mechanisms to
permit employers to provide financial support
for their employees’ housing either through:

•

• Capital investment equity or subsidy
• Rental subsidy
• Rental guarantees
for application in TOD corridors

•

Increase the
available
investment of
financial flows into
affordable rental
on the corridors
Increase the
opportunity for low
and moderate
income households
to access these
opportunities by
reducing the actual
costs to them

•

Integration of the approach to
management of local areas as
an essential part in any
‘precinct’ planning initiatives.

•

Useful to examine the difference
between CID and eKhaya
approaches in their applicability
to mixed income
neighbourhoods.

•

Consideration of the adaptation
of CID to better balance the
interest of sectional title owners
and tenants.

There is an established appetite fr
helping employers from a range of
different employers from those with
single employee e.g domestic
worker, small and medium sized
enterprises and large companies.
However they are not interested in
becoming the actual housing
supplier.
They look rather for
instruments that can allow them to
contribute without carrying high risk
or complex administrative costs.
What is lacking are the right
institutional mechanism to meet
different requirements.
Can the City provide the instrument
or work with others to facilitate then
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independent development of such
institutional instruments.
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4

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND CHANGES

Achieving the incentives, efficiencies and facilitating outcomes has policy implications for the City. Many of the required policy
directives are already in place but there are some areas however, where policy changes or additions are required. The Table below
outlines in summary the relevant policies and where necessary indicates the form of change required. It was not part of this study
to actually propose detailed changes.
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FINANCIAL INCENTIVES – POLICY INTERVENTIONS

INCENTIVE/
EFFICIENCY
N1

NATIONAL
POLICY

UDZ

RELEVANT CITY OF CAPE
TOWN POLICIES
The UDZ is incorporated in
the following relevant City
Policy

CITY POLICY CHANGES REQUIRED
Requires more careful alignment of the UDZs with
the TOD Corridors .

OTHER POLICY ISSUES
•
•

•
•
N2

P1

Restructuring
Capital Grant
(RCG)

Social Housing
Act 2008
SH Regulations

Institutional
Subsidy

National
Housing Code

(IS)

Social Housing
Act 2008
SH Regulations

There is presently no CofCT
Social Housing Policy
although the City has
mechanisms to assit SH in
the city

No specific municipal
policy. Specifically no
policy on:
• Social Hosing
• Transitional Housing
That would help define
ways in which to use IS.
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New policy required that concentrates on:

•

Scope of SH
RZ’s
Social Housing SMART Partenrship
Land Packaging and Release
Other incentives to Reduce Cost and increase
Affordability
• SH Unit within City
• Link with other relavant departments
Requires development of Transitional Housing and
Social Housing Policies for city.

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Does not apply to SHIs that
as NP Co. do not pay tax.
Does not assist developers
only as accrual is to owner
who rents the
development
Runs only until 2020.
Alignment of the UDZs with
the TOD Corridors.
Lobbying of NDHS to revise
the quantum of RCG and
the income bands and
process for ensuring that
they are increased in line
with inflation.
Alignment of RZ’s with the
nodal areas and corridors
Requires alignment of use
for transitional housing with
the Provincial policy of use
of IS.
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N3

Community
Residential
Unit (CRU)
Grant

National CRU
Policy
(presently
under review)

N4

Urban
Settlements
Development
Grant (USDG)

•

C1

Municipal
Land Release

MFMA

C2

Municipal
Land Pipeline
and Land
Packaging

MFMA

None

Requires integration into Social Housing Policy and
linkage to revision of

C3

Development
charges
(DCs) for bulk

City of Cape
Town (Policy
no. 20037),
approved by

“Development charges
policy for engineering
services for the City of
Cape Town (Policy no.

In most cases DCs for SH are already at a
concessionary rate when compared to e.g. private
sector flats (around 60% of the rate for flats), but still
amount to around R5000 to R11000/unit or 1.0 to

MATR
Municipality
Asset Transfer
Regulations
promulgated
in terms of the
MFMA and
published in
Government
Gazette No.
31346 of 22
August 2008

No CRU related policy in
the City.

Await National policy changes

•

Monitor the NDHS review
of CRU policy to see how
relevant changes are
appropriate to TOD
Corridors

Management of Certain of
The City of Cape Town’s
Immovable Property Policy
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See also Investment incentives
policy above
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engineering
infrastructure:
-Roads
-Transport
-Stormwater
-Sewage
-Water
-Solid waste
-Land and
servitudes

C4

Direct cost of
link services

council 29
May 2014, C
41/05/14)”

20037), approved by
council 29 May 2014, C
41/05/14)”
With regard to affordable
rental there are two
categories of new “rights”
that could apply:
-A5: State funded housing
which includes social
housing by an approved SH
partner and CRU
-A11: Flats <100m2 (private
sector)

In terms of the above
policy, developers are
responsible for this

2.5% of total cost. According to existing policy
(clause 11.4) Exemptions may extend to specified
categories of land use or geographic areas or
both, but not to individual developers or properties.
The policy needs to be amended to include
Category A5-State funded housing (which includes
SH and CRU) within TODs as an exempt category,
or at least charged at a much reduced rate, say
10% of the normal rate.
There should then also be an exemption/rebate for
private sector flats within TODs, provided the rentals
are capped at levels determined by the city
Exemptions/rebates must be approved by council
resolution, and the costs/lost revenue for 3 years
must be shown and sourced from alternative
funding (Could this be from USDG or other City
capital asset funding budgets?)
DC policy to be amended to allow for provision of
links for affordable rental projects within TODs by
council without cost to developer

Impact along TODs,
especially in the
established developed
areas should be nonexistent or minimal.
Nevertheless should a need
for this arise, council should
assist in providing such links
without cost to the
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developer of affordable
rental within TODs

C5

Electricity
development
capital tariff

These levies are charged
separately
from
engineering services DCs
under
the
Electricity
Development Capital Tariff,
Chapter 3 of the “Tariff
policies 2015/16 (Policy no.
21144C),
approved
by
special council 29 May
2015, SPC03/05/15”

The DC for electricity is calculated on the “sum of
the group-diversified maximum demands of all the
units, irrespective of the size of the bulk supply…” at
a certain rate per kVA, and also linked to so-called
supply “backbone” capacity.
The policy needs to be amended to include
Category A5-State funded housing (which includes
SH and CRU) within TODs as an exempt category,
or at least charged at a much reduced rate, say
10% of the normal rate.
There should then also be an exemption/rebate for
private sector flats within TODs, provided the rentals
are capped at levels determined by the city

C6

Planning
application
fees
(rezoning)
and
advertising
costs

Levied in terms of City Tariff
policies and schedules

Levied in terms of City Tariff policies and these would
need amending

Levied in terms of City Tariff
policies and schedules

Levied in terms of City Tariff policies and these
would need amending

Building plan
scrutiny fees
C7

Service
connection
fees
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C8

Rates rebates

MFMA –
Municipal
Finance
Management
Act

Rates Policy 2015/16 (Policy
Number 21144b)

MPRA -Local
Government:
Municipal
Property Rates
Act, 6 of 2004
and
regulations
C9

C10

Appropriate
Application
of Universal
Indigency

Transitional
Housing

Appropriate
allocation of
tariff groups
for formal
blocks with
Affordable
Rentals

Social housing

Social Housing
Pvt Gap

Pvt gap

This to ensure that universal
indigency on rates and
utilities is applied per unit
within a building rather
than only to a single
building.

Ensures that all the tenants in rental stock gets the
same ‘indigency’ benefits as household occupying
sectional title unit and in doing so ensures that
rentals are kept lower by reducing the overall
‘rates’ and ‘utility’ charges that landlord would
otherwise pass to tenant in the rentals.

To ensure that utility
charges in blocks for
‘affordable rentals’ are
charged at ‘base
residential’ tariff. This for:

This will ensure that the tenants do not have to
carry higher ‘commercial’ tariffs in their rentals or
utility bills thus making for more affordable rentals
and reducing the impact of ‘utility’ costs on overall
tenant affordability.

•
•
•
•

Electricity
Water
Sewerage
Waste Disposal
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Such an approach does not exclude the cost
escalations applied in the scaling of usage.
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That where commercial is
small component of overall
development that the
commercial rates do not
apply to residential
component.
C11

Access TO
CoCT Rental
Indigency
Grant

Interim
Indigent Policy
Housing April
2001

The City has a rental
indigency policy applying
to tenants of existing stock.
This policy permits tenants
on household incomes less
than R3 200 to apply for an
operational subsidy on their
rentals charges.
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Application of this to qualifying households in
transitional housing as well as limited no. of tenants
in Social Housing who experienced emergencies
e.g. sudden unexpected unemployment, illness
Would make it possible to cover the operational
costs of viable and sustainable agency
management of Transitional Housing. Provide an
emergency back-up for SHI ops budget while
dealing with tenants with unforeseen crisis.

•

•

To create the financial
mechanisms where the
subsidy can become an
actual payment stream to
an external agency
responsible for the
management of stock
rather than merely a
transfer within the Council.
Mechanism to control that
the SHIs only applies on
temporary basis for
households with
unforeseen crises and not
poor risk management by
SHI
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EFFICIENCIES – POLICY INTERVENTIONS

INCENTIVE/
EFFICIENCY
C12

Density
Incentives

NATIONAL
POLICY
None

RELEVANT CITY OF CAPE
TOWN POLICIES
Cape Town Spatial
Development Framework
(CTSDF) (2011)

CITY POLICY CHANGES REQUIRED

OTHER POLICY ISSUES

Provision of higher density exemptions to encourage
developers through increasing densities.

CAPE TOWN DENSIFICATION
POLICY - APPROVED BY
COUNCIL: 29 FEBRUARY 2012
C 58/02/12
City of Cape Town Zoning
Scheme Regulations
C13

Parking
Ratios

None

City of Cape Town Zoning
Scheme Regulations

Ratios in PT2 areas to be reduced to say 0.35 for
affordable rental developments

C14

Quicker
processing
of planning
and
building
approvals.

None

N/a

N/a
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FACILITATING PROJECTS – POLICY INTERVENTIONS

PROJECT

NATIONAL
POLICY

Social Housing
Programme

Social Housing
Act 2008
National
Social Housing
Policy 2006
National
Housing
Regulations

Transitional
Housing

National
Housing Code
-Institutional
Subsidy and
Transitional
Housing

RELEVANT CITY OF CAPE
TOWN POLICIES

CITY POLICY CHANGES REQUIRED

No integrated policy
although some elements in
operations.
• Approved RZs
• SMART Partnerships
• Land Allocations and
Pipeline
• Allocation of IS

. New policy required that concentrates on:

No policy.

Requires development of transitional Housing Policy
with the following elements:

Scope of SH
RZs
Social Housing SMART Partnership
Allocation of Institutional Subsidy Linked to RCG
Land Packaging and Release
Other incentives to Reduce Cost and increase
Affordability
• SH Unit within City
Link with other relevant departments
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Beneficiary Target
Capital and Operational Financing – CRU, IS and
CofCT Rental Indigency Subsidy Scheme
Built Form
Allocation of Land and Buildings
Management
Approach and financing of social support
City Co-ordination of Programme

‘Bad to Better
Buildings’
Precinct Based
Implementation

OTHER POLICY ISSUES

Needs alignment with
Provincial policy and
strategy on Social Housing

•
•

Alignment with
provincial Institutional
Subsidy and CRU rules.
Link to pilot project in
Salt river/Woodstock

•

All

An agreed approach within
the City to co-ordinate and
manage urban
regeneration initiatives
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Makes sure that the use of govt investments maximize
the chance of achieving the social and urban
development objectives.

•

While much detailed
planning has a strongly
focused spatial basis
the implementation of
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within the Corridors through
a strategic spatially
focussed precinct
approach that uses the
organization of the following
elements to help achieve
the City’s social and urban
development objectives:
knowledge systems
applying to the precinct
use of municipal land
and planning
instruments
• various grant funding
instruments
• use of appropriate City
programmes
• the phasing of different
inputs
• the local social assets of
the area
• co-ordination across
municipal departments.
This involves not only
concentration on the
capital investment but in
the approaches for
improving the quality of
management of precincts
through the City’s direct
services as well as
additional initiative like the
CIDs or the bottoms up CID

Helps create conditions for building up investor
confidence.
Ensures some protection from displacement for lower
income groups if ‘gentrification’ occurs.
•

Presently there is no
guiding approach or
methodology for this
on TOR Corridors.

•

CID – Ekhaya
Area
Management
Programmes

All
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programmes is often
less strategically
focused at the right
scale to achieve the
best interventions.

Create the conditions in local areas that significantly
improves the safety and enjoyment of users to be in
precincts through improved precinct management.
Through this to increase the interest from investors in
these areas as well as increasing the value of assets.

•

Possible to learn from
work on the treasury
neighbourhood
Programme and SPUD
initiative in salt river
and Woodstock.

•

Integration of the
approach to
management of local
areas as an essential
part in any ‘precinct’
planning initiatives.

•

Useful to examine the
difference between
CID and eKhaya
approaches in their
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as developed through the
eKhaya project in Hillbrow.
Such initiatives are intended
to improve the quality of
management and with it
the quality of life off people
using the area. Usually these
initiatives involve involving
local stakeholders in
dealing with ‘crime’ and
‘grime’ and in the case of
eKhaya with broader
community and
neighbourhood
developments.
Employer
Housing
Subsidy

None

No policy

NDHS
developing
an employer
housing
policy.
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applicability to mixed
income
neighbourhoods.
•

Consideration of the
adaptation of CID to
better balance the
interest of sectional
title owners and
tenants.

No policy required rather facilitating of applicable
institutional mechanisms.
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DOCUMENTS AND KEY INFORMANTS
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